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Chapter One
Enlistment to Basic Training

The Peace Talks in Korea supposedly halted the fighting in July 1953, but there were
constant confrontations and shooting across the Demilitarized Zone separating North and South
Korea so the United States military draft continued unabated. On December 28, 1953, as a
seventeen-year-old high school dropout, I joined the Army, not
waiting to be drafted. I was to report to the Induction Center at 8:00
am. My father was still working night shifts driving a bus. He
volunteered to drive me there and my mother insisted on coming
with us. The Induction Center was on the fourth floor of a ten story
office building on the northwest corner of Broad and Cherry Streets
in center city Philadelphia1. There was no parking along either
street during the morning rush hour. My parents bid me farewell in
the car, my mother’s eyes wet as she held back tears. Dad dropped
me off at the curb and drove off into the morning rush hour traffic.
In the Induction Center office this early morning men were
continually directed through a doorway at the end of a long narrow
room where a raised podium was against the right side wall midway into the room. There was no
one on the podium. We were told to continue on toward the opposite end of the room as the room
filled with more men behind me. There were fluorescent light fixtures recessed into the high
ceiling but the overall effect was a dim, poorly lit room. Eventually the room filled with men
milling in large bunches. A loud voice called for silence and an Army Officer climbed behind the
podium who read off some directions that we, the assembled men, would shortly be sworn into the
United States Army. The officer gave a short patriotic speech and we were sworn in. I was one
of the youngest there and didn’t realize it at the time, but most of the recruits were draftees. (To a
man, they resented being drafted and taken from their civilian lives.) As we were sworn into the
Army one guy standing near me made a mockery of the oath. For instance, he said “Will not
honor” for “will honor”, inserted curse words wherever he deemed it appropriate, and finished off
with as much disrespect as he could. Of course all of this was loud enough only for those standing
close to hear. The officer administering the oath or attending non-coms could not hear him. Much
as I can recollect, there may have been more than 100 recruits in that room.
Fort George Meade2
We were taken by bus from Philadelphia to Fort George Meade, Maryland for processing
into the army. Over the next two days we learned military service was a series of marching from
one long waiting line to the next. We were given physical exams and shots, issued uniforms,
underwear, socks, shoes, and boots, all stuffed into our new duffel bags. Our first GI haircut was
the typical 1/8” short crew cut. Most of the guys had long bushy hair, pompadours and DA’s, like
I did. The GI barbers giving the haircuts really enjoyed cutting everyone’s locks off, but if a recruit
1
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came in with a short crew cut, the barber removed the 1/8” attachment for the electric razor, and
buzzed his head to the scalp.
Following the haircut we were marched to a photo studio which was just an
alcove with some tripod lights, a camera and a light cloth backdrop.
Moving in line until we were close to the camera and lights, we were
provided with a Class “A” uniform shirt, tie, hat, and jacket from a selection
of various sizes hanging on a clothes bar. On the jacket there were two
round brass buttons pinned to the jacket lapels. The buttons had “US”
stamped on them, reminding us that we were now property of the US Army.
The photos were portraits from the chest up, no one could see the fatigue
pants below the military dress shirt and jacket. The hat was a flat top with
a leather brim. I was never issued one of these hats, nor even wore one
while I was in the army, except for this photo. Every soldier had to have
his picture taken. No one was forced to buy the finished photo, although I did, which I sent to my
mother. When she died I inherited the photo. I spent my first New Year’s Eve away from home
sitting on my bunk writing letters to those back home celebrating the arrival of 1954.

Basic Training
On January 2, 1954 we were bused to a train station, then by train to Richmond, Virginia.
A few of the recruits got into a poker game on the train. My father had slipped me a Twenty dollar
bill when he and my mother dropped me off at the induction center in Philadelphia. I lost that
twenty dollars in the game and quit before they took all my money. In Richmond we were on
buses again to Camp Pickett, Virginia3.
It was dark when the buses pulled up in front of rows of two story wooden barracks
buildings. Somehow we were called out individually and herded, duffle bag on our shoulder into
separate barracks. In 1954 I was totally unprepared for the verbal and emotional harassment the
military considers necessary to mold raw recruits into men who will follow orders without
hesitation. While the US
Army Combat Basic training
I encountered was not as
severe or brutal as the Marine
Corps basic training depicted
in the 1987 movie “Full Metal
Jacket”, at the time we
thought we were in hell.
We were told that
Camp Pickett was originally a
WWI base, set up for medic
and corpsman training. The
camp had been converted to a
standard
infantry
basic
3
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training center when the United States became involved in the Korean Police Action. It will not
be called the Korean War for many years. Camp Pickett was truly deep in the woods of
southeastern Virginia. The winter of 1953/1954 must not have been too severe. We were at Camp
Picket from January through March without a major snow storm. We were training outside daily
and I cannot remember being exceptionally cold at all. Years later I realized that southern Virginia
does not experience the same severe winter weather of Philadelphia, PA.
Basic training in the army was twelve weeks of physical conditioning and military
discipline, wrapped around instructions in hand weapons usage and how to stay alive in combat.
We experienced all the things you see in the movies. Forced marches, obstacle courses, crawling
through mud and under barbed wire with live tracer rounds fired over our crawling bodies, KP
duty, bivouac and night training in the woods, pup tents in the rain, dropping to the ground for a
dozen pushups at the slightest whim of a Drill Sergeant and tear gas exposure among others. The
most important lessons learned were to respond to instructions without thinking. Muscles would
harden and body fat would disappear before we realized what was happening.
One ‘out of the ordinary experience’ was my own fault. I was a cigarette smoker and used
a Zippo lighter. After stuffing my backpack preparing for a few days in the
field, I realized I had forgotten to take lighter fluid. So I removed the can
from my footlocker, stuck it into my pants pocket and filed into line to move
out. That evening after a truck ride and forced march to the bivouac area I
began, setting up our tent with my buddy, stowing all our gear when I
realized there was in burning pain in the groin area. Yes, the can of lighter
fluid was empty and had been leaking all over my private parts. I wanted
something to soothe the burned skin so I went to the First Sergeant for
permission to go to the first aid tent. When he discovered the cause of my
problem he berated me for damaging government property (me) but
eventually permitted me to go. His words were harsh but his eyes were laughing and the
humiliation stung. It was a dumb thing to do.
I had a fight with a black boy from Philadelphia. His name was Ronald Jones. Jones was
in the group sworn into the Army in Philadelphia. He was from North Philly, my age, and had a
chip on his shoulder. Jones took umbrage to my presence for some reason unknown to me and
became pushy with me. It evolved into the two of us going alone outside in the cold dark winter
night behind the barracks to fight. He was skinny and at the time I was about two hundred pounds.
We fought in the dark like boxers at first and at one point as I slipped and fell onto my back, he
rushed in to kick my head. I grabbed his leg and wrestled him to the ground. While pinning him
to the ground I threatened to beat him to a pulp right there if he did not back off. I was a lot
stronger than he was and I naïvely expected it to end that way. He relented, I let him up and we
went into the barracks. While washing up he came into in the latrine with two of his black buddies
and began to call me out again. I wasn’t going outside with three of them and after the kicking
attempt, I just ignored him. He strutted and made noise but he wasn’t as determined to fight as he
had been earlier plus the noise attracted the attention of the platoon Sergeant who threatened all of
us with extra KP detail if it did not break up. Jones was still belligerent for a week or so, but we
were paired by the platoon Sergeant on several work details and eventually accepted each other’s
presence and there was no further hostility.
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Personal hygiene and appearance was of utmost importance, like keeping our uniforms
neat and pressed, boots and shoes shined sufficiently to see your reflection (not really, but close).
One task burned into a basic recruit’s consciousness was housekeeping. The Army detests a
disorderly soldier. We scrubbed bare unpainted wooden floors with soapy hot water brushes so
often we complained we had housemaid's knees. Our bunks were made identically, perfectly in a
line with hospital corners and top blanket tight enough to bounce a quarter or roll a pair of dice
cubes without denting the blanket. The latrines had to be disinfectant clean and spotless, clean
enough to eat off. And, I had enough Kitchen Police duty to give me a lifelong abhorrence of
cooking in any shape or form.
Another vivid incident is one you see portrayed in the movies every so often. On a Saturday
afternoon following a successful morning barracks inspection, we received our first 24-hour pass
to leave the base. Several of us agreed to go to the big city, Richmond, VA. The small town of
Blackstone, VA was just outside the Camp gates. It was a rural Virginia village, and the bus station
was a small run down brick building. While checking the schedule to see if there was sufficient
time on our pass for a trip to Richmond and be back by tomorrow night, I was thirsty and looked
for a water fountain. I found a rusty galvanized steel
pan bolted to the wall under an equally rusty faucet. On
the wall above was a sign, “Colored”. Then I saw the
Rest room sign. These memories remain very vivid. To
this day I can feel the knot in my stomach, the tinge of
fear. This was 1954; I was young, naïve, and white. I
was grateful for my fortunate station in life. I never did
locate the white men’s room or water faucet. There wasn’t sufficient time for a bus trip to
Richmond, so we walked around for a while and went back to the camp.
One weekend at Camp Pickett my parents and sisters drove down from Philadelphia to
visit. They were as happy to see me as I was to see them but I felt guilty they came at all because
they arrived late Sunday morning then had to drive right back again that evening. The drive must
have taken my father seven or eight hours, a distance of a little over 300 miles as the crow flies.
This was in early 1954 before Interstate highways were built when all major roads went through
one city or small town after another, each with a speed trap and southern sheriff. Then there were
the small country roads out into the forests like those to Camp Pickett. Today the 302 mile one
way trip from Stella Street in Philadelphia to Camp Pickett would take just over five hours.
After marching in our final dress parade
ceremony we were officially finished with boot
camp. This photo was taken after marching in the
formation. The writing on the photo was a joke.
With the cease fire in Korea still in effect, we were
told Camp Picket was to be closed. The last few days
before we were released to our next duty station we
removed all the bunks, lockers and other furniture
from every barracks (photo on page 4) to several
large warehouses. To be sure nothing was left in the
buildings, some of the recruits were sent into the
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attics of their barracks buildings. One soldier put his foot and leg through a ceiling but managed
to keep from falling through to the floor below. After cleaning out our barracks to the satisfaction
of our platoon sergeants we were permitted to head out for our next duty station.
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Chapter Two
Advanced Training
After our Basic Infantry Training, recruits were assigned our second phase of training,
which would become our US Army specialty. The majority of the graduates went on to Advanced
Infantry Training since most of them were draftees. A draftee’s serial number began with “US”.
I had enlisted, so my serial number began with “RA”, for Regular Army. As part of the incentive
for enlisting in the Army each enlistee was able to choose his own Military Occupational Specialty
or MOS. All soldiers were trained to be, first and foremost, Combat Infantrymen but the Army
relied on its soldiers for a variety of other skilled trades. I had worked part-time while in school
for Omar Jones in the refrigeration industry since January 1951 and worked for him full-time over
three summers before enlisting so I requested Refrigeration School. The Army was obligated to
honor that choice and I was assigned to Ft. Belvoir, the US Army Engineer’s training base, outside
of Arlington, Virginia.
However, the Army in its infinite wisdom knew Combat Basic Training was demanding
on its soldiers and the recruits would require a reprieve to blow off steam to be fit before starting
another phase of training. Each man's orders included a five day leave and two days travel time
to their next duty station. On March 27th I headed for Philadelphia.
Going home as a soldier
A soldier in another platoon lived in Maryland near Washington DC. Somehow he
managed to get his automobile to Blackstone the week before our company was released. For Five
dollars each he took three of us, along with our duffle bags, to Washington where I took a bus to
Philadelphia.
At home I was happy showing off the new me, having dropped thirty pounds, replacing fat
with muscle while becoming physically fit at boot camp. It didn't take long to visit all my family
and friends. It was the first week in April. During the day my friends were in school or working.
Cramming visits into a few hours each evening made the week at home fly by quickly. I was
anxious to leave for my next duty station. On the morning of April 5, 1954 I took a bus to Fort
Belvoir, Virginia which was just south of Washington, DC.

Fort Belvoir4
I reported to the Headquarters Battalion listed on my orders and quickly realized all new
recruits reporting for Engineering Schools were subjected to a week of testing for the various
schools run by the Corp of Engineers. The Army had greater need for Radio Operators, Surveyors,
Heavy Equipment Operators, etc. I was determined not to let the Army sidetrack me from the
training in Refrigeration promised when I enlisted. I intentionally failed the Morse Code test which
was recognizing and recording dots and dashes played into our ear phones. I did not want to be a
radio operator. Likewise, for the Surveying course, I failed the math test. That one was not
4
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necessarily intentional since in the 7th grade I could not grasp Geometry and did not try hard on
the other math questions in the test. There were other tests but by the end of the week I was
assigned to the Refrigeration School per my enlistment agreement.
The rules for the Refrigeration class were simple and clear. If we wanted a pass each
weekend we must pay attention during classroom instructions, keep our tools and work areas clean
and receive a grade of 70 or higher on the test each Friday. My year in Dobbins Vo-Tech High
School helped reinforce my grasp with the laws of refrigerants and gases and the Army field
refrigeration equipment was similar to the commercial equipment I worked on with Omar Jones.
Except for the ice plant!
The Army used refrigeration equipment not seen in civilian life. For example there was a
mobile ice plant that would fit on a long flatbed trailer. Our mobile ice plant was in a building in
the school but this ice plant could have been parachuted any place in the world. Connect hoses
from water pumps and electric from generators and have tons of large blocks of ice the next day.
Ft. Belvoir was a little more than four hours south of Philadelphia. I was able to go home
nearly every weekend because weekend passes were available to all trainees with passing grades
for the previous week. I hitchhiked one weekend, then I made friends with a radio operator trainee
who lived in West Philadelphia and had his own car. He charged me Five dollars for the round
trip. Only he did not meet me on Sunday night. I was lucky and hitch-hiked all night making it
back to my quarters in time for school Monday morning. All I got from the errant driver was "I'm
sorry" with a lame excuse and no refund.
One soldier, a Sergeant Gilbert, was an instructor in another part of Ft. Belvoir. He came
into our barracks announcing he took riders to Philly on weekends. He said to call him Gil and
that he lived in Camden, New Jersey. He had a 1950 Ford sedan. Taking riders paid for his
gasoline to go home. I grabbed a ride with Gil and a friend of his each weekend. Some weeks Gil
got lucky and he had five riders for the round trip.
I learned Sergeant Gilbert was a minor hood in Camden in a frightening way. One Sunday
he picked me up near the Benjamin Franklin Bridge about 1am, just when I was beginning to worry
I would have to hitch-hike again. Besides his traveling buddy I was the only passenger going back
to Ft. Belvoir. I had been up most of the weekend and promptly fell asleep in the back seat. When
I woke up we were already on the base about 4am and we were parked across from a mess hall
where I could hear hillbilly music wafting into the night from an open door and windows. Gil and
his friend were outside the car alongside other vehicles. I asked what was going on and Gil's friend
stuck his head in the car and in no uncertain terms told me to keep quiet and stay still. Gil had a
jack under the rear bumper of another car. I could not hear them from the rear seat but I could
hear the cooks and the radio from the mess hall across the street. They took off the full wheel,
lowered the axel onto a block or stone or the ground, I could not see from where I was laying on
the back seat. I could feel the MPs coming to put me in the stockade. Gil and his friend were back
into the car and slowly drove away, dropping me off at my barracks. Sergeant Gilbert's only
comment to me, if I said anything, he would say I was involved with him. I understood how naive
and young I was in a man's world. By the next weekend I had a new ride back to Philadelphia for
the weekend and the rest of my time at Belvoir. I never did see Sergeant Gilbert again.
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I previously mentioned my friend Bob Dell who enlisted in the Coast Guard in October,
1953. He finished his boot camp and was now stationed at the Indian River Coast Guard Station
at Rehoboth Beach, Delaware. Bob and I had been writing to each other since he began his
enlistment. I knew after finishing Refrigeration School I would be shipped anyplace in the world
the US Army needed a refrigeration mechanic. Bob wrote that his work schedule did not normally
give him full weekends off but he would be off the next Saturday but have to be back by Sunday
at noon. Bob was still courting Shirley Taxis who would be spending a few weeks at her
grandparent’s farm in Salisbury, Maryland, only 40 miles from Indian River. He was going to
drive over to see her on Saturday. I wrote back saying if I got my weekend pass he should look
for me sometime late Friday night.
I picked up my pass and left Ft. Belvoir about 4pm on Friday afternoon riding with a soldier
to Annapolis and hitchhiked from there to the Indian River CG Station arriving in the dark on
Friday evening. I was in uniform which was the only way to hitchhike but especially on country
roads. Someone would always stop to pick up a guy in uniform. Bob arranged for me to sleep in
an empty cot and after breakfast on Saturday morning Bob drove us to Shirley’s grandfather. Mr.
Jones’ farm was on the road between Salisbury and Snow Hill, Maryland. Bob had acquired a 46
Nash he lovingly called his “Rat Trap”.
Everything we did that day is not clear in my mind but Bob remembers we were playing
Mumblety-peg and I got pissed because he stuck the knife in my foot. I wasn’t hurt nor do I
remember the event but if I was pissed it was because the knife had to cut into my military dress
shoes because I have no knife scars in either foot. The other event for the day, Bob drove me to
the Salisbury Bus Station to check on a bus schedule for my return trip to Ft. Belvoir. We drove
up to the bus stop as a bus was pulling away from the curb and a soldier was running from the
other direction to catch it but the bus driver never saw him. Bob recalls that I took the soldier in
Bob’s Nash, chasing and catching up with the bus, sending the soldier on his way. From my
recollection we spent the night at Mr. Jones’ farm. Bob had to leave early to drive back to Indian
River by noon and I took a bus back to Washington then hitchhiked into Ft. Belvoir.
On one of the last weekends in June I was home and I met Betty Woods. She was two
years older than me, had her own apartment on the third floor of a house on Allegheny Avenue,
just east of B Street; a pretty bleach blonde wearing tight sweaters. I met her through Joey Taxis
who had a crush on her. She worked in a local factory but was available when I was home on
weekends.
Betty wasn’t permitted guests in her apartment and I had no automobile, so most of our
time together was in the dark of a movie theatre, the front porch or vestibule to her apartment
building, or walking the quiet Kensington streets. I took her to my house several times but my
mother was always there, making sure I was “behaving myself”. Betty was exasperatingly hot,
warm and sexy yet unwilling to give in to my passionate requests. She was a tease.
The end of June, 1954 we graduated from the Refrigeration School. There were 18
Refrigeration School graduates. Sixteen were sent to the Far East (Korea), where there was still
some shooting across the DMZ, and two of us went to Europe (Germany). In 1954 the East and
West were deep in a cold war. Occupied Germany was divided between Russia, France, the United
11
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Kingdom and the United States. The scuttlebutt was that the US Army was in constant training
against the eventuality of conflict with the Soviet Union with our Army troops spending a
minimum of three months per year living out in the field and many divisions were in the field for
additional months on other field maneuvers. However, we were told the US Air Force personnel
lived all year in tiled four man rooms in new buildings on new air bases constructed in Germany
since the end of World War II. Somewhere, someone loved me because I was not going to Korea
and though I was in the US Army, I was assigned to an Engineering Battalion on an Air Base in
Germany.

Fort Monmouth, New Jersey5
My orders were to report to Fort Monmouth in northern NJ for processing and travel by a
troop transport ship from New York to Germany. I had another week’s leave between graduation
and reporting for processing and I spent most of that week in Philadelphia between Betty, who
was still preserving her chastity and my family. My tour overseas would end with my enlistment,
30 months later in December 1956 and I wondered how long Betty would wait for me. Once I
began processing for overseas duty there were no more passes or trips to Philadelphia, a scant 80
miles southwest. After being in the Army for seven months my family and friends wondered when
I was ever going to go away.

5
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Chapter Three
First Post in Europe
USNS General Alexander M. Patch
Troop Transport6
The
USNS
General
Alexander M. Patch was the troop
transport ship we boarded in New
York on July 8, 1954. The ship had a
complement of 367 officers and
enlisted crew members and could
transport 4,680 soldiers and officers
back and forth from Germany and
New York. In 1954 the United States
was maintaining occupation forces in
Germany and Japan in addition to
hundreds of military locations around
the world during the cold war with
the Soviet Union.
The weather was calm, clear skies every day and the duties handed out to us were few and
far between since there were so many men on board. I swabbed the deck for a couple of hours
once. Except for safety drills most guys just played cards, read novels or wrote home. One night
it was too hot and humid below decks for sleeping. The ship's galley was always open, coffee
always available. A few of us drank coffee and smoked cigarettes watching the moon shining
over the ocean or later in the night on the dark side of the ship we were awed by more stars in the
black sky than we had ever seen before. It was quite an experience, our first time crossing the
ocean.

Bremerhaven to Frankfurt, Germany
The ship was our processing center. We left in groups through a military building and by
bus to the Bahnhof, the train station and onto a train. The memory is vague now and blurs some
of the events of being in Germany, my first visit to a foreign country. I remember the train ride
from Bremerhaven, soaking in sights of the countryside and old houses and some devastated areas
that were still in the process of being cleaned up even though the war ended nine years before.
Groups of soldiers herded by noncoms were leaving the train at earlier stops before the train arrived

6
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at the Bahnhof (R.R. Station) in Frankfurt,
Germany. There must have been a hundred
soldiers leaving the train in Frankfurt when a
Corporal peeled off eight of us from the others.
We followed him in a loose march, duffle bags
hanging over our shoulders and an AWOL bag
stuffed with personal items grasped hard in a
fist, to an Army truck and a driver waiting in a
nearby street.
The waiting truck, similar to the one
seen above, was an M35 6x6 Cargo Carrier, the
10 wheel, 2½ ton work horse of the US Army.
The troops called it a "Deuce and a half" or
"Deuce" for short. We threw our bags into the
back and climbed aboard while the Corporal climbed in with the driver and drove us to the RhineMain Air Base, several miles from Frankfurt. Our destination: Headquarters Company, 862nd
Engineer Aviation Battalion on the Rhine-Main Air Base which was the 12th Air Force’s major
airbase for international flights.
Rhine-Main Air Base, Frankfort, Germany
The 862nd EAB was part of the Special Category Army With Air
Force, called SCARWAF. The Battalion had been in Europe since they
landed at Normandy Beach on D-Day. They were the engineers that built
airfield strips (and anything else) for the Air Force, so we were attached
to the Air Force but remained in the Army. The unit had a proud history.
This is the shoulder patch each soldier wore on his uniform. Another
proud distinction of the Engineer Aviation soldier's class ‘A’ uniform was
bloused trousers. At the time the only other soldiers whose dress uniform
was bloused trousers were the paratroopers. This was a point of
contention with the paratroopers that led to arguments when engineers
and paratroopers in dress uniform met while off base.
We replacement engineers were processed at
HQ Company for a couple of days while waiting for
transportation to our new duty station. Of the eight
replacement troops retrieved from the train in
Frankfurt I was the only one sent to the Landsthul Air
Base about 80 miles southwest of Frankfurt. Finally a
truck arrived from Landsthul to pick up parts and
supplies and I was part of the shipment. This time I
rode in the front of a WC52, a 3/4 ton troop 4x4 troop
carrier (or any other type carrier when needed).

14
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Company A, 862nd Engineer Aviation Battalion7
Landsthul Air Base, Landsthul, Germany
Landsthul Air Base, constructed on swamp land after a 24/7 yearlong project bringing train
loads of earth raised the land six feet, finally opened on 5 August 1952 and housed the 86th FighterBomber wing and shared border fences with Ramstein Air Station, Headquarters for the 12th Air
Force. The building housing Company A, 862nd EAB on the Landsthul AFB was a long rectangular
three story block building with tiled floors. The Orderly Room, Staff Offices, Supply Room,
Operations Room and the Personnel Recreation room were on the first floor, the barracks or living
quarters were situated on the second and third floors. The Personnel Recreation Room had a
billiard table, Table Tennis tables (Ping Pong) and some card tables and chairs. This room was
called the Day Room.
Initially I was assigned to work at the base
maintenance building in the Refrigeration Shop, working
for an airman named Bill Mattoon. Bill was the sole
United States Refrigeration technician on the base. There
were plenty of jealous looks each morning A Company
broke ranks after work formation. The rest of the
engineers were assigned to the motor pool, or work on
heavy construction equipment, or were assigned to details
like ditch digging. Bill had his own refrigeration shop set
up that reminded me of Omar Jones refrigeration shop.
German
Nationals
were also
employed
on the Air
Base and
Mattoon
had an older German National for his assistant. Bill
had been keeping the base refrigeration units in
operation and made a special effort to prove to me
that he and I were always welcome at the mess hall,
the officer’s and non-com’s clubs. Cold beer was a
necessity, and being nice to Bill (and his new
technician) ensured them cold beer was always a
priority. I felt I was going to have it made while
serving in the Army.
The soldiers in Company A were very friendly and welcoming. I was attached to the 1st
Platoon who were quartered in the end room of the 2nd floor. Most of the rooms running the
length of the 2nd floor were 4 men tile rooms but at each end of the building the room was large
enough for 12 soldiers, usually of the lowest rank or seniority. PFC Leroy Burnett, or "Smiley" as
he was called, was a draftee. He wrote to his fiancée Wanda back home in Illinois daily and was
7
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anxious to return home to marry her. Smiley and his friends took me under their wing, teaching
much about fitting into Army life as they would a kid brother.
The Army pay period was the first day of each month while the Air Force paid their
personnel on the 1st and 15th of each month. In September or October this year all SCARWAF
battalions began being paid by the Air Force, not the Army, so our pay period was now twice a
month.
Unless a soldier did something to revoke
his Class A pass all military personnel could go
off base anytime they were not on duty. One
night after leaving the Mess Hall Smiley asked
who wanted to go into Landsthul for a couple of
beers. I remember this night because it was a
couple of days before payday and I was broke so
I declined. Smiley insisted I go along, they would
pick up the tab. We walked off base and took a
bus into Landsthul to a local gasthaus (pub)
conveniently close to the bus stop.
Standing at the bar I asked for a brandy,
not a beer. Smiley and the guys jumped all over
me. Here I was, broke and asking for hard stuff
while they ordered beer. "Okay," Smiley said,
"but you will drink it our way." They ordered me
a glass of beer and a brandy but when it arrived,
Smiley emptied the brandy into the glass of beer.
He said I was drinking a boilermaker. The next
round I tried to just order a beer but the guys
insisted I have another. And another. When we left the Gasthaus to go back to the Base I was not
very steady but they made sure I got back into my bunk.
The following day, standing next to Smiley at the morning Reveille formation my stomach
was making funny sounds and hurting. I whispered to him that I didn't know if I had gas or
diarrhea. He whispered back, "Find out!" I whispered back, "I shit myself." After First Sergeant
Mayfield finished the day’s assignments and released the troops from formation I told him my gut
hurt and I had shit my drawers but did not tell him what I had been drinking the night before. He
did not question or laugh but sent me to the medical dispensary. Dysentery is always something
the military takes seriously. I showered and changed before going to the dispensary. The medics
gave me something to calm my stomach and put me on light duty for the day, restricted to my
bunk. I never drank another boilermaker again.
Venturing into any off base town for a night of revelry on a soldier’s pay of Seventy-eight
dollars a month was usually confined to Pay Day week. Barracks life after the work day was over
consisted of writing to loved ones and friends back home, shooting pool or playing cards. The
highlight of the day, six days a week was mail call. Cat calls often greeted the lucky soldier who
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received a package from Stateside. If the soldier was generous,
some of his friends would enjoy some homemade cookies that
night. There was a lot of noise when I opened a package from
my mother containing my RCA 45RPM record player and a
dozen or so records I requested she send. Then there were the
few who shied away from his buddies to read his mail privately,
quietly hurting to be away from home. Once in a while it was
bad news. Sometime in August a Dear John letter arrived from
Betty confessing she had returned to dating Joey Taxis. Betty's
letter had been preceded by a letter from Joey Taxis thanking
me for having softened Betty's resistance on my whirlwind
courtship of her. He claimed it made his conquest of her
declared purity much easier.
The Air Force provided opportunities and facilities to
keep their enlisted personnel occupied when not on duty. There was the Enlisted Men’s Service
Club, the Non Commissioned Officer’s club, the Officer’s club, a movie theater and a bowling
alley on the Air Base and each barrack’s building had a Day Room with a Pool Table and Ping
Pong Table, a few card tables and chairs, even one or two lounge chairs. Each “Club” served food
and drinks. Beer was sold by the pitcher in the Service clubs but despised by most of the troops
because it was what they called “Near Beer” containing only 1or 2% alcohol. If you drank enough
to get a high it usually made you ill before the next morning.
One Sunday morning I decided to go to worship services at the Base Chapel. The
Protestant Chaplain was an Air Force officer, a Colonel. His background was Southern Baptist
and he held your attention during worship services, stirring faith I did not always admit even to
myself. Some evenings I would play music on my RCA record player softly as I was laying on
my bunk reading the small New Testament someone had given me and on other occasions I
enjoyed the peace and quiet sitting in the empty Base chapel praying and meditating on what I
wanted to do with my life. The quiet moments in the chapel reminded me of hot summer, late
night, early morning times I sat on the corner of B and Clearfield Streets, on the steps of a shuttered
and closed Sharp’s corner store, counting the minutes between cars heading north on B Street,
smoking cigarettes and wondering where life would take me.
Another soldier I met at Landsthul was PFC Forrest Crowe. Crowe was from the Midwest,
probably Minnesota or
Idaho. The first time
we met he asked if I
wanted to sell him my
PX Ration card. It
turned out Crowe was
the Company A loan
shark and cigarette
bootlegger.
The
gamblers among us
who lost all their pay
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soon after payday turned to Crowe for cash on terms which were brutal. He’d lend you Five dollars
but he required Seven dollars fifty cents back, on payday. Or he would pay you Five dollars for
your Post Exchange (PX) ration card. Cigarettes and alcohol were rationed to the military. One
carton of cigarettes per week. I believe we could buy one or two bottles of whiskey per week.
Cigarettes cost $1.10 per carton and sold for Twenty German Marks off base.
The exchange rate was One German Mark equaled Twenty-five cents so a carton of
cigarettes gave Forest Crowe about Four dollars profit. Forest Crowe was a draftee, his military
commitment was two years. He said was going to buy himself an Austin Healey sports car before
his rotation back to the States and have Uncle Sam ship his car home for free. The 1965 Air Force
Ration Card above is similar to ration cards we were issued. Gasoline ration cards were only
issued to military personnel if a motor vehicle was owned. One time Forrest Crowe conned me
into smuggling an AWOL bag stuffed with cartons of cigarettes through the Air Base gates and
meeting him in town where he carried a similarly heavy AWOL bag. As courier payment Forrest
gave me a carton of Lucky Strikes. That was the last time I took any risky tasks for Forrest Crowe.
Like most soldiers I smoked so I did not have extra cartons of cigarettes to bootleg off base.
Just when you think everything is going your way I discovered the Army wants it their
way. At Reveille on Friday, September 24, 1954 1st Sgt. Mayfield revised my work schedule.
Ordered to retrieve my tools and personal gear from the Base Maintenance building and say
goodbye to Airman Mattoon. On the following Monday morning a detachment of engineers were
being reassigned to a Temporary Duty Work detail at the Etain Air Base, France, about 12 miles
east of Verdun, France. By the time I got to the Refrigeration shop Bill Mattoon already had the
news. Other than my tool box I didn't have much of anything personal at the shop and said farewell
to Pop, the German National who worked with Bill. Bill took me to the NCO club to say goodbye
to friends and we were treated to a beer. The tool box was signed back into the Company A supply
room and we spent the weekend packing for our new assignment in France.

Comments: This is as good a place in my narrative to acknowledge some memories have
been assisted by Les Snelson, currently living in Racine, Wisconsin. He served with Company
‘A’. 862nd Engineer Aviation Battalion the same time I was there and later was transferred to the
801st EAB, Molesworth, England. His best friend was Don Ganz.
Also, Luther Lacy, currently living in Placentia, California, who was originally stationed
with the 843rd Engineer Aviation Battalion in France then transferred to Company ‘A’, 801st EAB,
Molesworth, England before my arrival at Molesworth. Lou provided an enormous amount of
information, photos and memory jogging data from his collection of Army memorabilia.
Thank you very much, Les and Lou.
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Chapter Four
Temporary Duty in France
Etain Air Base, Etain, France8
On Monday, September 27, 1954, right after breakfast at the Base Mess Hall, a jeep, a ¾ton carrier and a couple of deuce & a halves took an officer, three noncoms and a dozen soldiers
to Etain, France for a Temporary Duty assignment. Our convoy, stopping for a boxed lunch and
several pit stops took about seven hours to arrive at what we learned was an Air Base in the early
processes of being constructed. Today that same 130 mile trip could be accomplished in a little
over 2 hours but there were few highways in 1954 Europe. We crossed the Germany-Luxembourg
border and the Luxembourg-France border on our trip. I was seeing Europe first hand.
Etain Air Base had been a French Air Base during WWI and in the first few days of WWII
when the Germans took it over then lost it to the US Army Air Force. After the war it had been
basically left to fallow until early 1953 the US Air Force sent in a detachment to safeguard and
coordinate construction and from what we could see, consisted of two air strips, some empty
hangers and a few other buildings for Air Force Personnel, a Mess Hall and a small Base Exchange.
I learned later that Etain was to be home of tactical fighter-bombers by the end of 1954 but budget
restrictions delayed major construction. Our small convoy arrived at dusk to an empty Aircraft
Hangar. The Hangers were recently constructed steel buildings sitting on concrete pads off
runways from the air strips. The wall facing the air strips had huge steel doors. There was electric
but no running water or toilet facilities. Our platoon officer, who had gone off in the jeep, returned
and we followed him to a Mess Hall somewhere on the base.
The Landsthul Air Base Mess Hall was four times the size of Etain's Mess Hall but this
food was as good. After our meal we returned to the Hangar and spent the rest of the day unloading
the trucks and making ourselves at home setting up bunks in one of
the large rooms at one side of the hanger building. Each of the large
rooms had a small potbelly stove at both ends of the room. The huge
empty Hangar was cold and damp in the late September night.
On the wall opposite the hanger doors but on the same end
of the building as our sleeping quarters was a door to the rear outside
of the hanger. About 30 feet from the door was a two man outhouse
someone conveniently left for us. Two 55 gallon drums of water
came off one 'deuce". A canvas bag was hung on a tripod just
outside the back door. It was a Lyster bag. One of the noncoms and
another soldier used calcium hypochlorite powder to purify the
water pumped into the bag from one of the drums. This was to be
our drinking water and the treated water had a horrible taste.

8

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89tain-Rouvres_Air_Base: short history of Etain-Rouvres Air Base
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There is a standard axiom in the United States military life, “Hurry up and wait!” Our
TDY assignment “….was to receive all the construction materials” necessary to build “temporary”
dependent living quarters on the Etain Air Base. In other words, our Battalion was assigned to
build Trailer Parks on several United States Air Force Bases for married Air Force personnel and
their families. This hanger was designated to receive much of the material for this assignment.
The key word in this explanation is
"temporary". The French government would
not allow construction of permanent living
facilities for United States military dependents.
The other key words "was to receive all the
construction materials". Yes, we were here!
Where was the construction materials? After
sorting and storing the equipment we brought
in our convoy all we could do is wait for
deliveries. This photo and the comments I
penned on it back in 1954 indicate the
frustration I felt at the time. The Army pulled
me from the Refrigeration shop at Landsthul to
be a laborer in France.
Over the next ten weeks I spent more time reading books,
shivering under blankets and listing to Bill Haley and his Comets on
my record player than I did unloading and storing construction
materials and equipment. There was a small Base PX near the Mess
Hall where we bought our personal supplies like cigarettes, bottles
of soda, snacks and books to read. We often bought canned food
and soups and packs of hot dogs with the snacks for consumption
on days we felt like skipping the evening trip to the mess hall.
Remove the top from a can of Campbell’s Baked Beans with our
pocket knife and let it heat on the top of our pot belly stove, then eat it right out of the can. Hot
dogs cooked easily in our mess kits on the same stove top. We frequently drank bottled soda rather
than the water from the Lyster bag. Some of us took our canteens to the Mess Hall at meal times
to bring back water for drinking and washing our teeth since the mess hall had some sort of water
filtration system.
Every night a truck went to a different building where there was one old large shower room
with about 6 shower heads. The water pressure was low, the water was never hot and often stopped
running in the middle of our showers. We learned to shower quickly while we had running water.
Outside the rear door of our building the odor from the outhouse became overpowering even with
the chemicals we dumped through the toilets in the pit. A new pit was dug. The original outhouse
was hosed and scrubbed then moved over the new pit. The excavated dirt was used to fill in the
old outhouse pit. For a while it wasn’t necessary to hold one’s breath when using the outhouse.
The Base Exchange was small but did offer excellent opportunities for purchasing quality
items at highly discounted prices. I bought a German 35mm Agfa camera for Thirty-five dollars
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intending to take many photos while stationed in
Europe. There was a complete photo dark room
facility back on Landsthule waiting for me to learn
how to print 8 by 10 photos to send home. We still
had our class A pass and could leave the base
anytime we were officially off duty but most of the
men in our detail did not relish the walk off base
for an evening of French hospitality in one of the
few Cafés nearby. The Air Force Command at
Etain did provide part of one small building that served as a Service Club for enlisted men but so
far there hadn’t been any bus tours offered for Paris or any other city in France, at not least during
our stay at Etain.
Back in Landsthul I had gone to the Medical Dispensary where an Air Force Dentist made
a partial upper bridge for me. I resisted going to a dentist regularly before I joined the Army so I
was missing two top molars on each side. The bridge was ill fitting and hurt to wear. I was shipped
to Etain before having an opportunity to have the dentist adjust the fit. Each night I took out the
bridge and after cleaning it in my mess kit tin I placed the bridge in a clean sock in one of my boots
under my bunk. One morning I woke, reaching for the boot
two field mice jumped out of my boot and scurried across
the floor. I was angry pulling the sock with the bridge out
of the boot when it flew out of my hand and hit the concrete
floor. The bridge clamps were bent. Tucking the bridge
inside an empty Life Boy soap wrapper box and placing it
under my folded clean Tee shirts in my foot locker for safe
keeping until we returned to Germany and the dentist.
After a period without receiving or storing any construction equipment or supplies the
Platoon officer announced one afternoon we were returning to Landsthul the following week. He
said another Engineer Aviation Battalion was taking over the Etain construction. Our Army unit,
Company A, 862nd EAB was moving from Landsthul Air Base to Hahn Air Base, Germany
located 60 miles north of Landsthule on top of a mountain above the Mosel River valley. By
Friday, December 3, 1954 we were back in our warm barracks in Landsthul AFB to provide
additional labor for the move to Hahn Air Base.
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Chapter Five
Return to Landsthul Air Force Base, Germany
My faint hopes of returning to the Base Maintenance Shop were dashed immediately upon
returning to Landsthul. Bill Mattoon told me he was being rotated home soon and no one in the
Air force would replace him. The base refrigeration service contract was being given to a local
German service company. I was to remain a
laborer/ditch digger. There went my enlistment
commitment from the Army to work in refrigeration.
At least I had twelve weeks of schooling for my three
year enlistment.
It was happy times returning to Landsthul,
reuniting with Smiley and some of my other friends
who were not with our small detachment sent to
Etain, France. Before Company A moved from
Landsthul there were several events that remain vivid
in my memory. A week or two before Christmas a
group of soldiers from Company A made a trip to a German Orphanage with gifts and food. I can't
remember who organized the trip but it was an enjoyable and emotional trip. It was accepted that
many, if not most of the children in the orphanage were children of American Soldiers.
Another event was my first Christmas away from home. Smiley was a devout Catholic
and I had gone with him on several Sunday
mornings for Mass. The Base Priest was a
young man and he asked Smiley if he
would be an usher for midnight Mass on
Christmas Eve. Smiley said I should join
them as ushers. The priest indicated that
there would be a few worshipers attending
Midnight Mass who might need assistance
standing again since he expected many
soldiers and airmen who would be out
celebrating very hard before the Mass. I
agreed and enjoyed the Mass which the
priest conducted without incident.
Afterward the ushers were treated to
cookies, cakes and coffee in a room off
from the Chapel where I took this photo.
On our return to Landsthul I resumed attending Protestant Worship services on a regular
basis on Sunday mornings at the base Chapel and also started going to adult Sunday School classes.
Several of the adult Sunday School members were Air Force Fighter Pilots. In one of our
conversations I mentioned something about how cool it must be flying in jet planes when one Pilot
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asked if I wanted to take a flight in a T33 Jet Trainer
with him one day. I was floored and quickly said yes
but unfortunately it never came to pass before our unit
transferred to Hahn Air Base.
There was a major news event in Germany
about this time that requires a description of the
differences SCARWAF personnel enjoyed but not
available for our brother Army troops not assigned to
the Air Force. In Europe the dress uniform of the
regular Army included low quarters shoes (regular
brown shoes), except for the 101st Airborne Division, whose dress uniform permitted bloused
boots. This was considered a badge of honor by the paratroopers and made them quickly
identifiable in public when in uniform. Something akin to the red beret of the Army Rangers, or
the Green Berets the Ranger Special Forces wore later on.
SCARWAF Engineers dress uniform was also either low
quarter shoes or bloused boots. We heard tales that our wearing
bloused boots in towns resulted in altercations with the airborne
troops although I never ran into it. The Air Force (and
SCARWAF) permitted civilian clothing to be worn off base
while the Army personnel for the most part had to be in Class A
uniform.
There were other privileges the Army in Europe did not
have: the class ‘A’ passes available for all their personnel. This
was a pass waiting in the Orderly Room, the offices of the
company clerk and First Sergeant. If you were not scheduled for
evening or weekend duty, you could sign out and leave the base until the morning Reveille troop
formation before breakfast. The Air Force hired local civilian labor for KP but we understood the
regular army troops had to pull KP. The regular Army had guard duty as a normal assignment.
The Air Force employed German Nationals to perform guard duty although our soldiers did stand
guard duty for a short period during the Hungarian revolt when the Soviet Union sent tanks into
Hungary.
However, food was the best perk for a soldier attached to the Air Force. The Air Force
Mess Hall had a great reputation. For example, breakfast menu served every day: eggs, pancakes,
French toast, hot or cold cereal, bacon, sausage, toast, fried potatoes, and more. A regular buffet
every day. Fill your tray, eat and go back again if you wanted. It became old hat pretty fast, but
great bragging rights when you met some regular Army soldiers in town.
The value of the perks we enjoyed being attached to the Air Force was made clear at the
end of 1954 which leads to the major news story mentioned above. The 101st Air Borne Red
Diamond Division was rotated back to the States, having been in Europe since D Day. The 82nd
Air Borne Screaming Eagles Division came back from Stateside to replace them. Very shortly
thereafter, in southern Germany, a gang of eight 82nd Air Borne paratroopers assaulted a young
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teenage couple on a road outside of their small town. The 16 year old boy died from the brutal
beating and all eight troopers raped his 14 year old female companion. The troopers were arrested
and held for court-martial. The local German populace was screaming for justice. To quiet the
civilian uproar, several of the rapist-killer’s buddies threw a hand grenade into a crowded local
Gastshaus (a pub), killing some customers. The US Military immediately revoked all class A
passes for everyone, including the Air Force personnel. Civilian clothing was forbidden off base.
It took a couple of months before the Air Force class A passes returned to normal, and
civvies were again allowed off base. Additionally, SCARWAF soldiers were advised to restrict
the use of our class A uniforms when off base. There were concerns that some German Nationals
bent on retaliation may mistake us for the 82nd Airborne Troops because of our bloused boots.

Additional Reflections of my first year in the US Army:
Race Relations in the Military in the mid 1950’s
The military had only been integrated since July, 1948 a fact to which I was naïvely
oblivious. The group of men sworn into the Army with me on December 28, 1953 in Philadelphia
was integrated. A large percentage of the men in the room were black. How large a percentage I
did not pay attention to. This was my introduction into the Army life. I was just a kid, and I
accepted everything as the norm.
The two races tended to segregate themselves socially off the base. On base there was
friendliness and acceptance with rare exception. But the many small groups of friends tended to
follow race or other binding factors, such as country boys tended to pal around with country boys,
city with city, etc. Common interests helped form groups. Indoor activities such as pool and ping
pong in the day room and card games were often integrated. As were gambling games, Poker or
Craps. We didn’t think of it as integration, at least I didn't. I played Poker and learned card games
from around the country but I stayed clear of Crap games. It was reported that some of our soldiers
could make the Ivory Cubes sit up or dance, always winning for the shooter. In 1954 the US
Army’s SCARWAF Engineering Battalions ratio of white to black was about 75–25, but as the
replacements came in, the percentage became closer to 60-40 by the time I rotated home in 1956.
The whites did talk among themselves about how the Army was becoming mostly black as
more blacks replaced rotating whites but they acknowledged that the Army was an avenue for
blacks to find steady employment and a career. What the blacks discussed among themselves is
not something I was privy to. There were few race incidents in Company A, or in our Battalion,
for that matter. The 82nd Airborne soldiers who killed the boy, raped the girl, and threw the hand
grenades into the pub were all black. Race relations became strained within all branches of the
military in Germany as a result of this crime. I don’t know about other Army posts or Air Bases,
but we did not experience any problems. Usually cooler heads in both races kept any hot heads in
line.
Army Engineers functioned as a construction unit for the Regular Army. They build
bridges and roads and buildings to keep the Army functioning as a fighting force. The SCARWAF
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Engineers were the construction unit for the Air Force. My enlistment coincided with the Air
Force's early stages of deactivating the SCARWAF units, as will be explained later.
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Chapter Six
Hahn Air Base9
50th Fighter Bomber Wing,
Hahn, Germany
Hahn Air Base was COLD when our contingent of Company A arrived on top of this
mountain on Wednesday, January 26, 1955. Hahn Air Base was much smaller than Landsthul Air
Base but our new barracks at Hahn (the long
building in photo on the right) were larger than the
barracks at Landsthul. Our Barracks, a three story
block building, formerly housed an Air Force unit
who recently vacated it for Company A’s arrival.
Like the barracks at Landsthul, our first
floor consisted of the Orderly Room, CO’s office,

Supply Room, Day Room, Operations Office,
etc. while the 2nd and 3rd floors were all four
man rooms for the enlisted personnel; some
noncoms had one or two man rooms. The
floors appeared to be a seamless tile type
surface which was easy to keep clean. Each
room had one or two large windows that could
be opened but when closed were sealed tight
and draft free, plus the heat was more than
adequate in this cold winter weather.
In this photo (above), the closest building is
our barracks. The furthest building in the
distance was located right on the flight line. It
was used for maintenance on jet fighters. The
building in between was an Air Force
Barracks. On our first day at Hahn I met the
Supply Clerk from this building, Billy Roach
from Florida and we became good friends. It
was a short walk to the Mess Hall as viewed
from a window in our barracks (in this photo
to the right), and it was not much further to the
Enlisted Men’s Service Club, the Base
Exchange (BX), Movie Theater, etc. Initial construction on Hahn Air Base began in 1952 only
three years before we arrived
9

http://www.hahn-air-base.de/hab/habhist/history.htm: a short history. Hahn AFB was created 1951, turned over to
Germany 1993 for use as a civilian airport.
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I went to Sunday worship services in the Base Chapel. The Chaplain was not the same
Pastor from Landsthul but this gentleman was also a Baptist preacher who made it his mission to
bring people to Jesus Christ. At one worship service the Chaplain made an altar call to the
congregation. This was my first experience. I was moved and responded by answering the call.
In short order I was also going to Sunday school, leading a group of eight and nine year old boys,
dependents of enlisted men and officers. There was no doubt the Chaplain’s sermons were having
an effect on my thinking and the way I was living my life. I found myself wanting to be associated
with the Christians I worshiped with and still be accepted as the same Joe to all my friends in the
Army and Air Force, a similar experience I would deal with my entire life.
I was still in the labor pool and one of
the first jobs on our new base was running a
water line from one building to another. Only
it had to be buried below the frost line. The
frozen earth was like concrete and all they gave
us were picks and shovels. The photo below
brings back two memories. First, we worked
close to the flight line where jet planes were
usually jockeying around the tarmac and the jet
engine noise was hard on our ears. Second, the
skinny or thin electric pole outside the shed was
typical of the electrical poles I was to climb
later as a lineman, a story to come.
It was while I was on the ditch
detail that I was asked if my
Pennsylvania Driver's license
included operating trucks. It was
surprising that many of the
soldiers did not have driver’s
licenses and of those that did,
some States issued separate
operating licenses for trucks. In
1955 all Pennsylvania’s vehicle
driver’s licenses were unrestricted.
The largest truck I had driven
before joining the Army was for
Allied Parts during the summer of
1953 when I made the Saturday parts run to the Allied Parts branch in Trenton, New Jersey.
A Motor Pool noncom took me over to the Motor Pool and let me drive a "Deuce" and a
Dump Truck to see how I fared. One vehicle or the other required "Double-clutching" while
shifting gears which I did automatically. He also had me back the trucks into some close quarters
between some other vehicles along with other driving maneuvers. I was more than adept for the
noncom. Not wanting to blow it, I did tell him I had no experience spread dumping a load of
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concrete or stones but he said they would teach me. After taking a driving class and exam for the
Air Police which focused mostly on German and European road signs and laws I was off the labor
details and now in the Motor Pool, assigned a 5 ton - 3 axel Dump Truck with a Continental 12
cylinder straight block engine.
The weather was too cold for laying concrete and there weren't any additional buildings on
Hahn scheduled for us to build. Each work day we were kept pretty much busy shuffling vehicles
around the motor pool while mechanics and technicians made sure maintenance was performed on
all vehicles and heavy equipment. Company A was preparing to send a full construction
complement of men and equipment to France when the weather permitted. Company A had been
ordered to build a temporary dependent’s quarters on the Laon Air Force Base, Laon, France. It
would be a finished Trailer Park built from scratch, 250 miles west of Hahn Air Base. Some of
their heavy equipment; earth movers and tractors with their operators and a maintenance group
moved directly to Laon, France from Landsthul before Company A completed the move to Hahn
Air Base.
The Laon
construction site will have been
leveled, graded, trenched and
readied for the laying of waste
water and sewer piping,
electrical underground and
water lines before the rest of the
detachment would be sent.
Maintenance was paramount
with all the Army's equipment
as indicated by this photo of a
crew of mechanics working on
“my” Dump Truck. I worked hard to keep it clean to avoid any demerits during the frequent
inspections that the unit's Maintenance Clerk scheduled. I opened the hood after one scheduled
maintenance had been completed and was not happy with the dirt and grime on the engine itself.
I busied myself cleaning the engine and housing but noticed how the olive drab paint was peeling
off the valve cover running the length of the engine. The more I cleaned, the more paint peeled
off. To my mind the engine looked cleaner and sharper with a polished valve cover. So I assisted
the paint peeling by using some steel wool to remove paint that was not peeling on its own. I was
proud of my clean and shining engine until one of the more experienced noncoms noticed the
engine, informing me the engine no longer conformed to regulations. The engine was repainted
olive drab. Only time will prove this paint job to be better than the last.

More on Soldiers of Company ‘A’, 862nd EAB
This would be a good place to mention some more of the soldiers serving in Company A,
862 Engineer Aviation Battalion. Unfortunately locating a roster or actual listing of the soldier’s
names has proved impossible thus the reader must rely on what memory God has granted me even
if the memory is somewhat inaccurate.
nd
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Forrest Crowe, Company ‘A’ black
marketeer extraordinaire, made good
on his promise to buy himself a new
1954 Austin Healey as shown in this
photo outside our barracks in Hahn Air
Force Base in February 1955. He had
many of us convinced we could buy
automobiles made in England or
Germany at thousands of dollars less
than their actual cost would be back in
the United States. Forrest swore his
Austin Healey would give him a profit
of Five Thousand Dollars after Uncle
Sam shipped it home at the end of his
tour of duty. Forrest even managed to
avoid the move to France, remaining in Hahn along with Smiley Burnett and others.
Our work schedule was five days
a week with most Saturday mornings also
being free. This is a photo of usual
Sunday evening cleanup activities. When
we woke Monday mornings our rooms
had to be ready for any surprise
inspections. The men in some rooms were
natural slobs but they always managed to
be prepared on Monday morning.
Billy
Roach,
mentioned
previously, was an Air Force Supply
Clerk in the barracks directly across the
common area from our barracks. We
became friends on the first day our unit arrived in Hahn. His barracks had originally been in our
building and the Air Force moved his unit out to make room for us. Billy,
another Airman whose name I cannot recall, and myself fashioned ourselves
wooden sling shots and practiced our skills in Billy’s Supply Room. The
Supply Room was long with a wide center corridor the length of the room.
Billy strung an Air Force blanket at one end of the supply room for a backstop
with heavy paper targets pinned to the blanket. For pellets Billy provided a
box of 3/8” hex nuts. The other Airman claimed he bagged rabbits with a
sling shot at his home in the hills of Kentucky. With our homemade
slingshots, saying our accuracy left much to be desired was a gross
understatement. I ended up showing my slingshot to one of the carpenters in
Company A, complaining how bad I was using it. He cut each of us slingshots
out of wood stock from his Carpenter’s shop similar to the one in this photo.
Our accuracy improved slightly but rabbits around Hahn Air Base were as
safe then as they ever were.
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I was promoted to PFC in regulation time and
had hopes of making Sargent before my three years
enlistment ended. In February 1954 I was sent to a two
week course for NCO School at HQ Company in Rhine
Main Air Force Base. Don’t remember much about the
course, only being there.
Being assigned work details, often with different
soldiers, allowed us to form friendships with each other.
Smiley Burnett was a good friend but he had other
friends too. Likewise with Billy Roach. Living in a
barracks with a hundred men, working with them at
times but not always in the same work details, or just
shooting pool, playing ping pong or Pinochle, I was
surprised at how frequently a one on one conversation led to the other man sharing his worries and
concerns. The majority of the enlisted soldiers, Privates, PFCs, and Corporals were drafted,
finding themselves thousands of miles from home, snatched from their families but willingly
serving their country. It was especially sad listening to twenty-eight or thirty year old privates
separated from wives and children, barely able to keep their pain inside. An exception was Bill
Finley from Philadelphia, married only a year yet his attitude was always upbeat, seemingly
drawing strength from a deep Christian faith. When frustrated, his verbal exclamations were
limited to “Pea Picking” or “Cheese & Crackers!” a habit I soon acquired.
There were the regular
homesick guys looking for some
sympathy like Bob Dagley in
this Photo in a Gasthaus in the
town of Hahn. Harlan Thatcher
who was always happy and
upbeat tried to cheer Bob with a
little assistance from me.
There are no surviving
photos of a fine man I looked up
to. His name was Bob Chalfont,
potato farmer from Bucks
County, Pennsylvania. He had
two small daughters and his
wife back home. He was usually
low on money because he sent
most of his pay home and rarely went to town for a beer. I have always remembered how
devastated he was, weeks and weeks after he got a “Dear John” letter from his wife telling him she
was filing for a divorce. Many of us kept trying to cheer him up, his closer buddies taking him
out to drown his sorrows to no avail. His sad experience is remembered still. Tried to call Bob a
few years after I was out of the Army but he seemed still bitter and wanted no contact.
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No other photos to offer of the soldiers in Company A but in addition to those I previously
mentioned there were Don Ganz, heavy equipment operator; Les Snelson, Turnodozer Operator
from Wisconsin; Cowboy Dave Ferguson from Oregon; Wally Byers, Company ‘A’ Orderly Clerk
who was a preacher’s son from Pennsylvania who played every piano he came across and I fondly
remember the unnamed carpenter from the Midwest who taught me how to cut wood following in
a straight line, every time, with either a Cross Cut or a Rip Hand Saw.
Wally Byers’ buddy was David, a short man with horn rimmed
glasses, the nephew of the flamboyant and powerful Congressman Daniel
Flood, from Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania. David worked in Congressman
Flood’s office but lost his draft deferment when his uncle lost the 1952
election. We all supposed David was sent to Germany and not to Korea as
a favor to his uncle. In College David had majored in Political Science and
was waiting patiently to return to work again for his uncle in Washington,
DC since Dan Flood had won reelection in 1954, a seat he held until 1980.
In 1954 a Congressman’s salary was $12,500 per year yet David
claimed his Uncle Dan Flood’s 1955 Campaign spent well more than One
Hundred Thousand Dollars to be reelected. David’s claim was too
incredulous for a group of naive young soldiers to believe. Congressman Flood was to spend 30
years in Washington, DC as one of the most powerful politicians of his time. In 1980 he left
political office in disgrace but was considered a Robin Hood in his Congressional District. The
book “Dapper Dan Flood: The Controversial Life of a Congressional Power Broker” by William
C Kashatus is an honest and accurate biography of this man.
Out of the
blue it was announced
a weekend morale
flight to Nice, France
was scheduled for
two men from every
contingent on Hahn
Air Base.
Names
were to be drawn
from hats.
I was amazed
when Joe Fizell was
one of the two names
selected from Company A. The news went like wildfire in the company and guys were offering
me money to take my place. The luck that initially picked my name held when SFC Dowd, the
Supply Sargent pulled me aside right after the announcements were made. He cautioned me that
if I tried to sell my place on that airplane I would be disqualified and another name would be
selected. I heeded his advice.
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Twenty-four Airmen and two
soldiers with fresh Twenty-five dollars in
military script bonus spending money in
his pocket strapped themselves into the
bucket seats of an Air Force C-47 troop
transport aircraft. (Photo on right).
We left Hahn Air Base early
Friday morning, April 3, 1954 and
arrived at the Nice, France airport about
three or four hours later. We were then
transported in a bus to a hotel in Nice and
given a time on Sunday afternoon to be
report back in the hotel for transporting
back to Hahn Air Base.
The hotel was fairly old but clean and in the bathroom, when I saw the bidet, this time I
knew what it was. Several memories stand out from this trip. I brought civilian clothing, including
a white dress shirt, tie, dress trousers and sport jacket in anticipation of visiting the Monte Carlo
Casino. The skies were cloudless, the sun bright although the temperature was on the cool side and
I was anxious to get to a Mediterranean seaside topless beach.
I went to the beach prepared to swim and lay in the sun and stopped dead in my tracks as I
approached the shore. The beach was small, all smooth stones the size of marbles or larger, not
the soft, fine sand of the Atlantic Ocean east coast beaches. Never expecting stones, all I brought
to walk on the beach were my army low quarters. Sitting on stones was hard and lumpy on the
butt even with a towel. The weather was sunny but now, I thought, a bit too cool for swimming in
the sea. The beach was not crowded yet I was surprised there were many people laying on towels
on the stones. It was difficult to fathom how they could enjoy lying on the hard surface. It wasn’t
a smooth surface, it was bumpy.
Looking around the beach there
were
several
topless
ladies
sunbathing. I lost interest quickly
and walked around to see what I
could of Nice.
The following day would be
my first ever visit to a Casino. The
streets and highway was full of
people on Mopeds like this 1953
Vespa on the right. One was
obtained at a rental store in the early
afternoon and it was off to Monaco.
There was no border, just driving
along the sea coast from Nice,
France into the small Principality of
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Monaco. The road map I picked up in the hotel lobby was more a tourist brochure than map and
I managed to get lost. A left turn onto a road led up and up and up. Monaco’s terrain is steep
moving inland from the Mediterranean Sea plus the roads were very narrow. Finding a location
where I could make a U-turn between steep stone walls on either side of the road, I managed to do
a stupid maneuver. I hit and dragged my right knee along the stone wall, making a small tear in
my pants while leaving some skin and blood in Monte Carlo. It was not a difficult trick.
When the Casino parking area finally appeared I parked and locked the Moped and with a
handkerchief, yes, I carried one in my back pocket, I wiped the wound clean and tried to keep the
trousers tear closed as I walked into the casino. I don’t know what I expected but knowing the
bankroll in my wallet did not exceed $100 I instantly felt like a fish out of water. Sadly, sport coat
and tie did not meet the dress standards of the sleek Monte Carlo Casino.
Slot machines were illegal where I lived and once I ran across a nickel slot machine in a
private club working for Omar Jones. After dumping a few dollars in nickels and looking to change
more dollars into nickels, Jonesy told me slot machines were fixed to benefit the house, in this
case, the private club. Back then I decided slot machines were for dummies. Soldiers played craps
wherever they could have privacy to do so but again, craps was a game I avoided, aware there
were too many ‘educated’ crap shooters, better than I could ever hope to be. I loved playing poker
but the only card game I found was Punto Banco or Baccarat, a game I’d never seen played. I
considered trying the game to learn it but the minimum table stakes made my $100 stake look like
two cents. If there were poker games, they must have been in private rooms. Still, I was here, in
Monte Carlo. I played a couple of spins on the roulette wheel so I could say I gambled in Monte
Carlo. About an hour later I left, disappointed but still with most of my money.
In essence, this morale flight to Nice, France was my first experience flying. On the trip
down I did not have a view through the windows but on the return to Hahn Air Base I managed to
sit, able to look over my shoulder out a window. The C-47 barreled down the runway and instead
of the aircraft climbing, the runway disappeared below us as the plane flew off a cliff, with only
the Mediterranean Sea far below us. Of course the plane lifted on up into the sky as we flew back
to Hahn but watching out the window, my stomach did a flip with that take-off.
Back on the mountain top at Hahn, Germany there were still had patches of snow in the
woods as the following week, trucks were finally being packed for our move to France.
Remembering the living conditions on the air strip at Etain Air Force Base, this move to France
did not bode well in our minds.
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Chapter Seven
Laon Air Force Base10,
Laon, France
We arrived in Laon, France on April 18, 1955 where I learned after sixteen months in the
US Army I knew little of how the Army Engineers functioned and lived in the field. Our time at
Etain Air Base last year, while only temporary, our living quarters were in a vacant Air Plane
Hanger. Our mission there had been to provide physical labor in the early stages of a supply chain
of materials to build trailer parks at US Airbases in France during this period in the Cold War with
the Soviet Union. I was an 18 year old soldier in a very complex world and while I read the US
Military's Stars & Stripes newspaper every day, unless the reported events affected the Army or
Air Force where I was stationed, I pretty much ignored the world news. Happy I was to be attached
to the Air Force and not stationed with the Infantry or Armored Divisions who spent so much of
their year living in tents on military training maneuvers in Germany.
Relations between France and the United States confused many of the soldiers. We
believed our military, along with the British, drove the Nazi Army out of France not so long ago
during WWII. Yet the French people were not very friendly with us when we were out and about
in their countryside or towns. Basically they were often rude unless they wanted contraband like
cigarettes or gasoline. Not so the German people, who’s cities were bombed and destroyed by our
military and who lost the war, they were for the most part just the opposite: genial and polite to
American soldiers. It was confusing.
To return to the context of my story, the United States was rebuilding old and unused Air
Bases in France as a NATO line of defense against the Soviet Union Bloc. New air strips, hangers
and military buildings in France would be erected as permanent facilities eventually to be turned
over to the French government. For whatever politics that may have been involved between France
and the USA, living quarters for our military dependents in France had to be erected as temporary
facilities. Temporary meant trailer parks.
The 862nd Engineer Aviation Battalion was assigned the task of building trailer parks at
United States Air Bases at Laon, Chambley, Chaumont and Toul-Rosieres, France. At this point
in time Company A was assigned the Air Base at Laon11 and I arrived to join the work in process.
Laon AFB was the WWI Laon-Couvron French Air Base that was lost to the German Luftwaffe
in WWII but taken back by the United States Army in 1944. The US Air Force returned LaonCouvron to France on 25 October 1945 where its buildings and air strips lay in decay with the
lands leased by the French Air Ministry to farmers for agricultural use until the United States began
to resurrect it again.

10

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laon-Couvron_Air_Base - a good source for history of the Laon Air Force Base.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laon-Couvron_Air_Base - a good source for history of the Laon Air Force Base.
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Back at Hahn Air Base we lived in new masonry
buildings with tile floors. Comfortable and easy
to keep clean. Laon was my introduction to
Quonset hut living. Quonset Huts can be erected
of various sizes. Each of our huts were designed
to provide living quarters for one Squad, about 10
to 12 soldiers. There were three Squads in each
Platoon so if I remember correctly there were
about a dozen Quonset Huts in a row. The floors
were painted concrete and there was a wooden free
standing cabinet to use as a closet along with a foot
locker for each soldier’s bunk.
Smiley Burnett remained at Hahn Air Base and I became friends with the Company
Maintenance Clerk, Bill McBride. Bill was a draftee from Washington, Pennsylvania, a small
town southeast of Pittsburgh. He was married with two small girls and like Smiley he was a "short
timer" marking off days on a wall calendar in the Quonset hut that served as a Motor Pool and
Heavy Equipment maintenance office. It was his responsibility to keep all Company A’s
equipment maintained and operational. He was scheduled to be rotated home and out of the Army
in August. Both he and Smiley arrived at Landsthul about the same time in 1953.
Initially my work was operating my dump truck in Laon. As the project proceeded along
the Officer in charge discovered he did not have enough linemen. One of the Platoon Sergeants
asked me if I did electrical wiring while working as a refrigeration mechanic and if I knew how to
make wire splices. I said I did. The next morning at our work
formation I was called over to the supply hut and issued
lineman's tools. The supply sergeant told me I was to work
with the lineman's crew running wires along the tops of the
electric poles. I'd had no pole climbing training or experience
and did not even know the proper way to wear the spikes and
adjust the belt but it looked like I was about to have some fun.
After five minutes of “I think you do this but don’t do that”
from another soldier, I proceeded to climb very narrow
diameter wooden electric poles, taller but not much thicker
than the
electric
pole in the
photo on page 24. I made it up and down
several times in trial climbs but was very
uncomfortable doing so. I complained that the
strap attached to my belt was too short. When I
looped the belt around the pole and clipped it to
my waist I could not lean away from the pole at
a sufficient angle to dig my boot spikes into the
thin wooden pole without feeling like I was
standing too upright. While working at the top,
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the heels of my boots were touching because the pole was so thin. When I complained, the sergeant
said “Don’t worry about it, you’ll be fine.” And went on to other work problems.
I climbed a pole where wires were already pulled and made a couple of splices, finishing
this pole, moving onto the next pole splicing cables. At the top, while I was looking out over
toward another linemen several poles distant, my upper torso moved too close to the pole and the
spikes attached to my boots slipped out of the wooden pole and I started dropping toward the
ground. Instinctively I dropped my tools and wrapped my arms and legs around the pole as I slid
to the ground. I was hurting. Splinters from the pole tore through my shirt and pants, embedding
in my chest, belly, inner thighs and arms.
A trip to the infirmary for a medic, first to pull the splinters, many of which were larger
than toothpicks, then lather me with iodine and give me some aspirin for pain. The time in the
infirmary allowed me to regain some composure. I changed into clean fatigues in my hut before
returning to the job site and reported to the sergeant in charge. I told him I did not want to go back
up another pole. Besides hurting, I was angry at the short shift training and instructions provided
me before making my climb and of no one heeding my complaint that the belt was too short for
safely working on these thin poles. This was news to this sergeant who sent me to the Motor Pool
Maintenance Hut for the rest of the day. The Motor Pool Maintenance Hut was a frequent
gathering place for drivers, heavy equipment operators, truck and equipment mechanics and most
any noncom looking for a place to be out of plain view or find a volunteer for some task. I learned
later they sought out volunteers for the lineman’s job and picked a soldier half my size. At the
time I weighed about 190 pounds, was 5’11” tall and my
waist was only 36” so I certainly didn’t feel I was too
big to be a linesman, instead I felt the belt was too short,
the poles to narrow and more importantly, if only I had
received proper training from an experienced linesman,
I would have enjoyed the job.
Laon AFB was a little more established Air
Force base compared to Etain AFB. Laon had an active
Enlisted Men’s service club, a mess hall comparable to
Hahn’s and a movie theater. I went to worship services
at the Chapel but possibly did not care for the Chaplain
or for other unremembered reasons did not make going
to church as much a priority here. Pinochle tournaments
were a weekly event at the Service club. The two
Civilian ladies who managed the Service club were from
England but in no way were they interested in an 18 year old soldier. The Service club did run
bus trips to Paris and Versailles, something for the future.

Preparing for the Coast Guard
I returned to the Motor Pool driving trucks or filling in on labor details. A letter from Bob
Dell arrived from the States saying that he was coming to France. His ship, the USCGC Campbell
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(WPG-32)12 would escort the Coast Guard Officers training vessel The Eagle13 on a cruise to
Europe. The Eagle was a “Tall Ship”, a three mast sailing ship. He wrote he would be in port on
June 30 until July 4, 1955 in Le Harve, France and that he had already put in for liberty for the
whole five days. I did likewise, putting in my request for six days leave, starting the day his ship
would dock and ending a day after his ship left port giving me additional time to return to Laon.
Plans had to be made. Some
type of itinerary devised and maps
consulted for the five days Bob would
be in France. There was little time to
prepare, Bob would arrive in six
weeks. I wrote back telling Bob I
would try to get us a car and figure out
how much we could get to see within
the limits of his five days liberty.
Finding an automobile was no easy
trick. I had a small cash reserve and
could count on three paydays before
leaving for Le Harve. The best I could
do under the circumstances was to
purchase a car from an Airman on the base. It was a 1950 Morris Minor, similar to this one on the
right, and it cost me all of $250. The low price was attributed to the Airman being honest and
telling me the engine had a warped head but he convinced me I could keep it running as long as I
did not push the car and overheat the engine. As an incentive for the sale he included three head
gaskets he sent to England for. That incentive should have triggered an alarm.
Although the Morris was only five years old, there was a lot of rust underneath the frame.
In order to obtain permission to operate the vehicle on the Air Base it had to pass a vehicle safety
inspection. The brakes were fine but the emergency brake cable was rusted solid within its outer
conduit sleeve. I removed the complete cable and sleeve, coiled it to fit into a bucket of kerosene
and let it sit for a week, hoping to dissolve the
rust so the cable would slide freely within the
conduit sleeve.
There were some other minor repairs I
made with the help of a solder by the name of
Jarvis. (The best name I can come up with.) He
was one of the motor pool mechanics, a black
guy from Detroit. The same week I bought the
Morris, Jarvis bought himself a 1947 Singer
roadster very much like the one in this photo.
After work we skipped chow and worked on

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USCGC_Campbell_%28WPG-32%29 – History, built in 1936, decommissioned in
1982.
13
https://www.uscg.mil/datasheet/wixtrain.asp - Coast Guard history of US Coast Guard Barque Eagle (WIX-327)
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our cars together which was very fortunate for me because I had no tools and little automobile
mechanical knowledge. He had enough of each for the both of us.
I removed the flat head off the Morris 4 cylinder engine and Jarvis checked it and the
engine block but could not find where it was warped. He said if the previous owner was replacing
head gaskets the problem was probably the cooling system. He said if the engine gets too hot, the
head could warp, opening the gasket seal allowing radiator water to seep to the outside or into the
engine oil. When the engine cooled, the head would return to its normal tolerances but the head
gasket would have been lifted and leak water and antifreeze all the time. Now I knew why the
Minor came with three head gaskets. I flushed the radiator and cooling system several times. It
was still the summer so I did not have to buy antifreeze. And since the head gasket was not reuseable I was down to two spare head gaskets.
When Jarvis bought his Singer it was in worse shape than the Morris but he had it running
well before the Morris was ready. After work he would test drive the Singer over French country
roads before the sun went down, taking me along for the ride. All the Singer now needed to pass
inspection were two new headlights but they had not arrived from England.
The Morris emergency brake cable refused to slide free after three weeks submerged in
kerosene, the rust had fused the cable to the conduit sleeve. A new cable could be ordered from
England but I didn’t have the cash to pay up front plus the delivery time was a month away. In
order to shorten the length of the emergency brake cable I tied a knot in the middle, using a bench
vice to hold one end and large pliers on the other side of the knot. Now when the emergency cable
was connected to the inside brake handle on one end and the rear brakes on the other end, the cable
hung low and free underneath the car. Jarvis provided three large hose clamps that I used to
suspend the cable from the chassis below the driver’s seat to near the rear axle. Jarvis pulled up
on the brake handle up while I was under the vehicle setting the clamps, making sure the cable did
not bind on any under parts of the chassis. The emergency brakes worked and the Morris passed
the Air Police safety inspection.
The day after the Morris passed the vehicle inspection by the Air Police and was officially
able to operate on the Base, the Morris was parked close to my Quonset hut. When we broke ranks
from Reveille all the troops headed for the mess hall several blocks down the road. Two buddies
from my hut and I jumped into the Morris to drive to the Mess Hall. The street was full of soldiers
walking on either side, all heading for breakfast. We joked and received some cat calls and waves
as we passed by the soldiers. I was going slow enough to show off the Morris and speak to friends
as we passed them. Later in the morning I was called to the Orderly Room and accused of driving
too fast past walking troops by Warrant Officer Schilling. My protestations fell on deaf ears, WO
Shilling’s word carried. My punishment was loss of promotion to Corporal which I would have
received in two months. WO Schilling drove a 1949 Studebaker, was at least fifty pounds
overweight and was close to retiring from the Army. He related his worldly experiences and war
stories without end to the soldiers willing to listen to him, so much so that we all thought if he
really lived to do all the things he said he did, he must be 150 years old. Driving too fast or not,
I paid the price.
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Hanging in the Maintenance Hut with Bill
McBride and the other soldiers from the motor pool
provided a wealth of information on the mechanics of
automobiles. They discussed my upcoming trip with Bob
Dell, offering all sorts of advice and help. Bill loaned me
two 5 gallon Jerry cans from the motor pool to carry
gasoline in the trunk. It seemed all the Officers and Noncoms who had their own personal automobiles in Europe
managed to carry a spare Jerry can of gasoline in the trunks
of their cars.
As the time neared for my leave time to begin,
Jarvis provided me with some hand tools, including a
socket ratchet to fit the head along with a scraper and
partial tube of Permatex Gasket Sealant should the engine
blow a head gasket. Along with two Jerry cans of gasoline, head gaskets, a flashlight and extra
batteries, a two gallon jug of water for the radiator, road maps for France, Luxemburg, Germany
and Belgium and a G.I. Blanket, there wasn’t much room left in the small trunk for clothing but
there was always the back seat.
The following narration is a collaboration between two old men almost sixty years after
the events. Bob Dell and I discussed, rehashed and spurred our memories for details we had long
let slip away, only to resurrect again here on these pages.
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Chapter Eight
A Sailor and a Soldier’s Great Adventure
Day one. Dressed in Khaki Class “A” summer uniform I left Laon AFB a little after
midnight the morning of Thursday, June 30, 1955, driving the 300 km to Le Havre to be sure to
be on the dock when Bob’s ship docked. It took over 5 hours to get to the port then following
directions from French workers to the correct berth and park the Morris, dozing until the USCGC
Campbell made berth. Still, it was past midmorning when I walked up the gangplank, saluted the
US Stars & Stripes and asked permission to board. Bob came, took me below to his hammock
where I waited for him to finish his duties. To ensure we did not embark on our journey on empty
stomachs Bob escorted me to the galley and I was the guest of the Coast Guard for lunch. After
signing off his duty roster and changing into his dress Blues, Bob and I departed for Paris.

An hour and a half later we stopped for gas in Rouen and picked up some packs of snacks
for later. I had just finished explaining to Bob the quirks with the Morris and how important it
was to keep an eye on the temperature gauge. We could watch the needle climb driving up steep
hills and the needle drop going downhill or on level roadways. We were in no hurry so if the gauge
looked like the radiator would boil over we’d have to pull over and let it cool down. Not great
news on the first leg of a long journey. It was early evening when we arrived into the city of Paris.
We drove close to the area of Paris called Quartier Pigalle and found a spot where we could legally
park on the street. The 250 km trip took the Morris almost four and a half hours and when locking
the door I gently patted its roof in appreciation as we headed out on foot for what every service
man called “Pig Alley”, where all the night life, clubs and girls could be found.
The small streets in Pigalle were wall to wall buildings, the sidewalks and streets crowded
with small cars, tourists and military
servicemen from many countries but
most military we saw were Yanks.
Bob ran into a few of his shipmates
several times during the night. We
walked to the Moulin Rouge but felt
it was out of our financial range. We
ate and had a couple of beers while
making plans. Bob had specific
ideas on how he wanted to spend the
night and even more specific ideas
on female companionship. It was
during dinner that I told him of my
recent religious enlightenment. I
told him that tonight I was not ready
to seek the same sort of female
relationship that he sought but whatever he did was fine with me. I did not judge. We moved
from one club to another and before we realized it, it was near midnight and Bob had not found
the girl he wanted. Another sailor suggested we walk over several streets, which we did. The
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streets here were dimly lit with few people walking around. We came to the intersection suggested
but it was empty. Bob motioned up the street and we could see a group of people milling at the
next corner and could hear female voices. We hadn’t walked fifty feet toward them when the night
came alive with sirens, blue flashing lights, women screaming and up the street we could see all
sorts of people activity. The police raided the area. We turned back and found a hotel for the
night. I was surprised that Bob was not in a too sour mood.
Day Two, Friday morning,
July 1, 1955. The streets of Pigalle did
not have the same excitement in the
early daylight. They were as empty
this morning as they are in this photo
of present day Rue Jean-Baptiste,
recently retrieved from Google maps.
The building facades and store fronts
we saw in 1955 have long ago been
replaced.
Bob and I decided to dress more relaxed for the day. I had some civilian clothing with me
but Bob only packed a small ditty bag with enough personal changes for the five days so he had
one other outfit besides his dress blues. We continued with our sightseeing in Paris maneuvering
the Morris through Paris traffic around the Arc de Triomphe, along the avenue des Champs-Elysée,
over to the banks of the Seine River
to Louvre Museum where we felt we
did not have sufficient time to go in
and to view the Mono Lisa.
One of our most memorable
sights in Paris was our visit to the
Eiffel Tower. Bob remembers being

annoyed when we were charged an additional fee to reach the
top of the Tower. I remember the gift shop and Bob buying
a Gold Tone Compact with a raised impression of the Eiffel
Tower stamped into the cover of the Compact. He bought it
for a girl, Margaret Cathro, whom he met in the Lacarno
Ballroom on Sauchiehall Street in Glasgow, Scotland at his
last port of calli.
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While driving in Paris Bob and I solidified our plans for the balance of his leave time.
Instead of using our valuable time in museums or other sight-seeing attractions we would attempt
to see the most of Europe we could in five days and thankfully the Army would provide two
locations where we could spend a night free.
Shortly after lunch time we decided to leave Paris and make the trip to Laon AFB. We
wanted to be there before the mess hall stopped serving dinner but late enough to miss the Officers
and Noncoms who lived off base or in other Bachelor Officers quarters. I hoped to find a bunk for
Bob to spend the night and currently I was not in good graces with the Officers in charge due to a
certain WO Schilling. The Morris carried us the 140 km in time that we did have a good meal at
the Mess Hall but the best I could do for a bunk for Bob was a mattress in Bill McBride’s
Maintenance Hut. After dinner we went over to the Service Club and one of the hostesses invited
us to a party off base. We returned to our huts to change clothing and Bob discovered he left the
tie for his Dress Blues in the hotel in Paris.
The country around Laon Base was rural with many farms, frequently with the same farm
on either side of the small country roads. It was a common sight to see twenty or thirty head of
cattle being crossed over a road from one field to another, both in France and in Germany. Every
GI driver knew to keep his eyes alert for cattle crossings - gates in fences opposite each other on
each side of the narrow country roads. The reason; cattle seem to love to drop their manure in the
middle of the road while crossing from one field
to another and cow manure was the slipperiest
when it was wet. If you were driving too fast,
you had no traction, no ability to turn, no ability
to stop in the wet manure.
Following directions to the party to which
we had just been invited, we were driving a
narrow country road, coming up on a turn when I
saw in the road ahead a covering of fresh manure.
I slowed to safely pass through the slippery
manure and as we began to make the turn in the
road we noticed a motorcycle straight ahead in
the field and a US Airman laying there too. His motorcycle had been going too fast, lost traction
in the manure and instead of navigating the turn, went airborne into the fields onto large stones.
We stopped in the middle of the road and ran to the injured man. The heel of his boot was nearly
pressing against the rear of his thigh due to his knee torn open, all white knee flesh exposed.
Running back to retrieve the GI Blanket on the back seat of the Morris another car was stopped in
the road with two Airmen, one an Air Force Sergeant. The geniuses who invented cell phones
were yet to be born so someone had to drive back to the base and notify the Air Police. I handed
the new arrivals my GI blanket and called for Bob. We turned the Morris, returning to the base to
send an ambulance. As much as we can remember, we did not make it to a party that night.
Day Three, Saturday, July 2, 1955. After breakfast in the in the Laon Mess Hall, Bob and
I headed for Hahn Air Force Base, Germany. Before leaving the town of Laon we located a tailor
where Bob managed to have the tailor sew together a poor replica of his lost uniform tie. The
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color and material nearly matched but Bob had difficulty conversing with the tailor whose
craftsmanship was as poor as his communication skills. The finished product would suffice until
Bob returned to his ship’s store.
One of the motor pool drivers told us the two hundred fifty mile trip to Hahn would take
six to seven hours and the best roads were those between large cities even when the roads had to
pass through small towns. My three prior road
trips between France and Germany were all
convoys and the countryside was viewed
through the rear opening in the canvas of a
Deuce and a half. The Morris navigated rural
country roads to Reims then on the better main
road to Metz where we turned north toward the
border of France and the small Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg14. Around Thionville15 Bob saw
what he had been looking for, some of the
concrete bunkers the French built as a line of
defense to keep the Germans out of France, the
Maginot Line16.
We stopped to walk around and climb
down into this bunker and take some photos. The
deep entrenchments or underground tunnels
connecting bunkers to each other were not evident
in the two we did investigate.
We stopped for lunch at a small sidewalk
cafe along the road
between Thionville
and
Luxembourg,
restricting our sights
in Luxembourg to
the streets as we passed through. It was a beautiful old city with little
visible destruction remaining from the past war. Following the
suggestions given in Laon we believed the roads from Luxembourg,
the roads to Trier and on to Koblenz would be better roads but before
even reaching Trier we were following the Mosel River as it snaked
its way toward Koblenz.
The weather was beautiful as was the scenery along the Mosel
River Valley. Just time consuming, all our sightseeing being accomplished through the windshield
14

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Luxembourg: history of Luxembourg
http://mysite.verizon.net/vzev1mpx/maginotlineatwar/index.html: while not active in 1955, a Maginot Line
history
16
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/maginot_line.htm : an informative article is on this UK History Learning
site.
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of the Morris or out our open side windows; automobile air conditioning, 1955 style. At least we
were not stressing the Morris cooling system by climbing hills or mountains. Yet!
The Morris left the Mosel Valley and began a long slow climb through county roads and
small villages until we reached the top of the mountain and Hahn Air Force Base. We do not
remember how often it was necessary to rest the Morris for overheating but we were too late
arriving to eat in the Mess Hall. We
went into my barracks and sought out the
supply clerk. He had no problem giving
me a bunk for the night but created a fuss
for a while over Bob, eventually giving
him a bunk in an NCOs room. Bob
remembers sleeping on a bare mattress
here too; it seemed the Army was not
hospitable to Sailors but at least he had a
view of the flight line from his barracks
room window.
Smiley Burnett, who was still at Hahn counting the days until he went home, with Bob and
I, went over to the Service Club with us while we ate in their cafeteria. My usual fare when eating
there was a grilled ham and cheese sandwich, a short thick vanilla milkshake and some French
fries and while I have no memory of what I ate on this occasion, there is no reason to believe it
was something more nutritious.
We were on day three of our adventure and decided to go to Belgium on the way back to
Le Havre. Bob had always been much more of a WWII history enthusiast than I was. He had read
histories of many of WWII battles and he knew which generals were great, which got by and which
were disasters. I was aware of most of the battles and which side won but not well read on all the
details. Bob tolerated my ignorance much as a big brother does his dumber kid brother. Bob felt
it would be wrong to visit Belgium and not go to the area of the largest and bloodiest battle of
WWII and Bastogne was at the heart of the Battle of the Bulge. So the next day we head to
Brussels, Belgium by way of Bastogne.
Leaving with a full stomach compliments of the Air Force at Hahn AFB we begin Day four
on Sunday morning, July 3rd, 1955 driving to Bastogne, Belgium. Neither Bob nor I could
remember the exact roads we drove to Bastogne but the Morris began acting up early and did not
let up. The weather had blessed our trip so far and today looked promising too but the terrain was
more hilly or mountainous causing stress to the Morris’ cooling system. We made it to Bastogne
before noon and the sun hid behind clouds seemingly to make our visit to this shrine more somber.
There was a house in Bastogne called “The Nut House” acting as a small museum honoring the
American troops resisting the German Army’s siege when the 101st Airborne was cut off. When
asked to surrender, General Anthony C. McAuliffe had a one word reply, “Nuts”. In the plaza of
Bastogne was a Sherman tank, mounted as a monument. The whole experience was eerily quiet
and somber and I discovered a greater respect for the soldiers who came before me.
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The sun came out making this the
warmest day of our trip as evidenced by my shirt
in this photo overlooking the horizon from a wall
along the roadside on a stop we made in Belgium.
We came along a soldier hitchhiking our
way in a foreign uniform I did not recognize. We
stopped and told him we were going to Brussels.
His smile and broken English indicated he would
like to join us. Bob got out and our passenger
climbed into the small rear of the Morris. His
name is gone but he was a Sergeant Major in the
Belgium Army. Bob engaged him in conversation while my attention was geared toward the road
and the Morris. Several times the engine died while at cruising speed but started again. The secret
seemed to be switching the ignition key off and on to keep the engine running smoothly.
We were going downhill and per my normal driving habits I let the Morris climb above the
speed limit as much as I considered safe to do, in order to gain some momentum for going up the
next hill, only at the bottom of this hill were two Belgium police officers, waving me over to the
side. I thought for sure this would cost us all our cash as the policeman came up talking to me, in
what I guessed was Flemish, the native Belgian language. However the policeman’s face and
demeanor changed abruptly when he looked into the rear seat of the Morris and saw our passenger.
He snapped to attention and we have no idea what was said but when it was over we were waved
ahead with a big smile. Our passenger was some guest.
As we approached Brussels our hitchhiking Belgian Sergeant Major left but the engine
problem only grew worse. It was getting late in the afternoon when the engine died for the last
time in Brussels. Turning on and off the ignition key no longer helped.
The rest of this day, Sunday, July 3rd,, 1955 is awash with confused memories for Bob and
me. Somehow, a gentleman approached us on the streets of Brussels, asking what our problem
was. This man was a doctor who had been to the United States and spoke English very well. In
short order he located an automobile mechanic at his home who had a nearby repair garage. He
came to look at the Morris and confirmed the fuel pump had failed. It was an electric fuel pump
and was now dead. We explained how we had been keeping it running by switching the power on
and off with the ignition switch each time the engine stopped. The mechanic thought that probably
was the only reason we had driven as far as we had but the fuel pump was toast now. His garage
did not stock a Morris electric fuel pump nor were there any Morris autos he could scavenge a
pump from. There was not a Morris dealer in Brussels. Other automobiles did not use electric
fuel pumps nor could another manufacturer’s fuel pump be made to function in the Morris.
Besides, it was Sunday and no auto shops were open. He suggested we find a room in Brussels
and enjoy our holiday or try to find a way to get to Le Havre tomorrow by bus or train. We
explained to the doctor that Bob had to be back to his ship in Le Havre tomorrow. If not, his ship
would leave France without him. The doctor and the mechanic engaged in some long conversation
when the doctor said the mechanic had a solution but we had to approve his method. He explained
his solution and it made sense to both of us and we said please proceed.
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He towed the Morris to his shop and took an empty 5 liter can with a screw type lid. He
drilled a hole near the bottom then soldered a small copper tube into the hole. He then opened the
driver’s door wing window and secured the can to the door and wing window frame meaning the
wing window and driver’s door window had to remain open regardless of the weather. This was
our new gasoline tank, capacity 5 liters or 1.32 US gallons. How does the gasoline get to the
engine? The mechanic clamped a length of narrow diameter rubber hose to the copper tube, passed
the hose into the Morris through the open wing window, under the dash and through a hole he
drilled into the firewall between the engine compartment and the driver’s feet. He removed the
gasoline hose from the defective fuel pump and clamped the new hose to the fuel connection
coming off the accelerator pedal. For safety he isolated the main gas tank by pinching off old line
to the tank. The mechanic poured some gasoline in the 5 liter can, turned on the ignition switch,
pressed the starter, pushed down on the accelerator pedal and the Morris engine came to life. We
now had a gravity feed gasoline tank/fuel pump. Before finishing the job, our life saving mechanic
punched a very small hole in the five liter screw cap to vent the can so it would drain properly.
We filled our new 5 liter gasoline tank from a Jerry can from the trunk.
All this happened in a relatively short period of time in Brussels but we can’t say how long
nor can we remember how much this fabulous feat of engineering cost. We bid adieu to both the
doctor and mechanic and left for Le Havre, approximately 430 km southwest. We still had nine
gallons of gasoline in the two Jerry Cans, one Jerry can now resting sandwiched between the
driver’s seat and rear seat. The four cylinder Morris burned gasoline at a rate near 40 km per
gallon (25 mpg) so we determined we would have to stop at least thirteen times to fill our new 5
liter gas tank before reaching Le Havre. We had to use up our first Jerry Can before all gas stations
closed on Sunday night or we would have ran out of gas.
We were a few hours out of Brussels when we realized our headlights were very dim. On
coming vehicles had been flashing their headlights at us. We pulled over to check under the hood.
The belt was tight and the battery had water in each cell but our headlights were dim. We had no
meter to check the output of the generator or regulator so we shut the hood and began to drive very
defensively. Or weirdly! We took off with the lights turned off. If the battery is not being charged
and we drove with the lights on, very soon the battery would be dead if we turned the engine off,
we’d need a jump to get it started again.
Our great adventure was becoming an even greater event. We continued along driving
without lights using the trees in the woods on either side of the road to keep us in the middle of
the road. Then it started to rain. The driver’s window had to remain open because the 5 liter gas
tank was attached the wing window frame, providing a wet arm, an added benefit for the driver.
And yes, the windshield wipers were electric too. Fortunately the rain was not heavy and we could
switch the wipers on intermittently by hand. If only Bob or I thought that through and invented an
intermittent windshield wiper in 1955. Had they been invented yet?
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The facts remain. All of this happened on Sunday, July 3, 1955. We reached Le Havre and
parked near the Campbell. Bob and I signed into the Campbell at 0240 on Monday morning, July
4, 1955. Bob found a hammock for me to sleep on and we ate in the ship’s galley in the morning.
Before allowing me to leave on my return trip to Laon, Bob made sure to get a photo of himself
and the Morris with the Campbell in the background, including the jury rigged 5 liter gasoline tank
wired to the driver’s door. Both of us doubted our buddies would believe the tale of our Great
Adventure.

On July 4, 1955 the USCGC Campbell left Le Havre for Portugal and the Morris limped
back to Laon AFB. As a side note, on our first stop in Laon, on Day two of our journey, two things
of note. Bob gave me the compact he bought for Marge Cathro from the Eiffel Tower gift shop,
leaving it for me to mail to Marge after our leave was over. Also, Bob was ill on the whole trip.
He had a cold or sore throat and had he gone to the medical dispensary at Laon or Hahn, there was
a chance they would have kept him. So Bob endured our Great Adventure slightly under the
weather.
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Chapter Nine
Return to normal Army life in Laon, France
The Morris became somewhat infamous on the Laon AFB with its strange gasoline tank
hanging on the driver’s door. With Bob Dell on his way to Portugal I had no real need to keep
spending my pay each month on a car. Amazingly I sold it quickly to another Airman for $200
who was in full knowledge of all its service needs. Cheap cars were hard to come by.
On days I had hung out in the Maintenance Hut with Bill McBride I had questioned him
about his methods of keeping track of maintenance tasks for all Company A’s motorized
equipment, thinking how to incorporate the same procedures for maintaining refrigeration
equipment when I returned to civilian life. Soon after the Great Adventure trip Bill McBride asked
if I wanted to take over his job as Maintenance Clerk. He was close to rotating home and wanted
to ensure whoever replaced him would care enough to make every effort to do the job properly. I
mentioned what happened with W.O. Schilling and he snorted. If I wanted the job Bill would talk
to the Motor Pool Officer responsible for all the equipment. I thought it was a great opportunity
and said yes.
Within a few days First Sergeant Humphries, who replaced MSgt Mayfield, called me into
the Orderly Room and told me I would replace Bill McBride as Maintenance Clerk. The top
sergeant’s attitude was serious while talking to me, telling me I was expected to ensure all
Company A’s equipment remained in working order, that the scheduled maintenance would ensure
there be minimum equipment downtime for repairs. Did I understand? Impressed by his demeanor
I seriously promised to do as he instructed.
The Army issues deployment orders at their convenience not at the convenience of field
officers. Bill still had a month before his two year draft obligation ended but I was assigned to
work with him immediately. Bill’s orders could arrive any time henceforth. Keeping the
maintenance records and schedules in order was not difficult and I learned it quickly.
There was only one instruction Bill gave me that was not in the Army manual. He warned
that Company A had a tight schedule to complete the construction of the temporary dependent
resident quarters. If work fell behind schedule for unforeseen reasons the construction officers
may attempt to work equipment every day, even on days when the equipment was scheduled to be
taken off line for maintenance. Reinforcing what MSgt Humphries told me, Bill said as
Maintenance Clerk I had the responsibility to ensure all scheduled maintenance was performed by
keeping the equipment in the yard, not assigned to an operator or driver, and issuing a maintenance
work order which when completed would be signed by a mechanic and returned for my records.
Bill McBride’s orders came down only two weeks into my training. He returned to Hahn
Air Base in Germany to pack up all his gear and possessions. Smiley Burnett’s orders also came
down. He and Bill rotated back to the States. I never had a chance to see Smiley before he left.
We talked on the phone before he shipped out. Three weeks later Smiley and another soldier I did
not know were on their way to Chicago for processing out of the Army when they stopped to visit
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my mother in Philadelphia. The USCGC
Campbell had completed its tour of the
Atlantic and was back in the States. Bob
Dell was home and met Smiley and Roger at
my mother’s house.
I began as Maintenance Clerk near
the end of July, 1955. In essence nothing
changed in the Company ‘A’ Maintenance
Hut. It was still a place where soldiers
gathered to keep out of sight when they had
free time. We never succumbed to the
temptation to play cards other than at lunch
time but we had one tall wide board at the
rear end of the hut that many of us practiced
throwing knives and ice picks, usually in competition with each other.
On Bob Dell’s and my trip to Paris we did not visit the
Palace at Versailles so when a one day bus trip to Versailles was
posted on the Service Club bulletin board, I signed up. We left
early on an August Saturday morning, toured the Palace, had a
lunch and was back that evening. The bus’s tour director was a
pretty civilian who flirted with all the soldiers. Now that I had a
taste of traveling I began to save my pay for a weekend trip to
Paris.
The Maintenance Clerk job kept me from working out in
the construction site and off of other work details. I enjoyed the
work and made notes on the system the Army used for scheduling
maintenance intending to put a similar system to use when my
Army enlistment was finished and I could return to servicing
refrigeration equipment.
Headquarters Company at Rhine Main Air Force Base sent noncoms to each of the line
Companies every few months to review their
Motor Pool and Heavy Equipment. Company
A received stellar marks in their reports. The
SFC who reviewed my maintenance records
had praise for what he saw. I was beginning to
feel like my promotion to Corporal would
finally happen.
The middle of September was still
pretty warm and I put in for a three day pass to
go to Paris with some other buddies. We were
there Friday and Saturday nights. Several of
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the guys led by Thatcher went off on their own, gone for the night. On Saturday evening Harry
Cheshire, a heavy equipment operator from Minnesota and I met four girls from Copenhagen,
Denmark who spoke excellent English. Harry, whose nickname was House, was at least eight or
ten years my senior so I followed his lead. The girls were on a break from college and had been
to Paris before. They led us to an offbeat Bohemian club near the River Seine. The place was not
crowded and the atmosphere felt comfortable
A bearded, longhaired American in ripped jeans and sandals was playing guitar and a
young French girl was singing in French, songs neither of us recognized. We bought the girls a
couple of beers, everyone drinking and smoking and talking, enjoying the entertainment through
a haze of smoke. After a while the four girls and the two of us walked around the streets along the
Seine having a fine time, we then walked back to the girl’s hotel and went up to their room.
Regardless of any ideas House and I harbored, the night consisted solely of beer, smoking and
talking. Walking back to our hotel, House was in a sour mood. Sunday morning I reconnected
with Thatcher and the other soldiers I came to Paris with, listening to their Paris tales, returning
with them later in the day to Laon.
Forrest Crowe came to Laon driving his Austin Healey. I can’t remember if it was on
official Army business or if he was driving to a port to ship his automobile home. What I do
remember is Forrest gave me Twenty Dollars in script and a receipt for a set of fine German Dishes
that Smiley Burnett had been buying for his fiancée Wanda on a layaway plan with a German
Merchant in Kaiserslautern. The Twenty Dollars was the final payment for the dishes and upon
payment the German merchant would ship the dishes to Smiley in Illinois. I was dumbfounded
and asked Crowe why he was bringing this to me in Laon in September when Smiley rotated home
in July. Forrest had a car. Kaiserslautern, a city near Landsthul AFB was only two hours from
Hahn, Why, I asked, hadn’t Forrest done as Smiley requested and pay off Smiley’s debt? His
answer was, he had been too busy and now that he was going home, he was passing off this
responsibility to me since I was Smiley’s good friend. I was angry but had to take the money and
receipt then figure how and when I could get to Kaiserslautern. Best to wait until I returned to
Germany, back to Hahn AFB for the winter, I thought.
The Trailer Park construction was behind schedule. Captain Carroll Allison Stairs, the
Company Commander had arrived in Laon in July to push the job along. Captain Stairs was a
peculiar, unhappy man. He had been in the Army during WWII and was released at war’s end but
was called back during the Korean Conflict and sent to Germany. He seemed to thrive on breaking
the will of certain soldiers. Soon after I arrived into Company ‘A’, a younger private arrived. I
think his name was Bobby Wilcox. He was brash, always had a retort when given an order and he
did not know when to keep his mouth shut. It was our opinion that Captain Stairs had noncoms
intentionally ride him. For some infraction he committed in Laon, Captain Stairs had Bobby
marching up and down the road for two weeks with full field pack several hours a day after working
all day. Eventually he went AWOL, was brought back and got into an altercation with a noncom.
To all enlisted men, Captain Stairs seemed to relish sending this young man to the stockade. I just
don’t remember the details. However, I do remember the details of a story about Captain Stairs
getting his comeuppance after harassing an enlisted man in England, but that is a story yet to come.
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Unbeknownst to the enlisted personnel there was a deadline of our construction job at the
Laon Air Force Base. I kept away from the actual construction site of the Trailer Park with my
duties in the Maintenance so I do not remember if the Trailer Park had been completed but all
personnel and equipment had to be completely out of France by October 31, 1955. Looking back,
if the CO had extended working into the evenings or on weekends it may have become common
knowledge the job was behind schedule but they had not. From our point of view the officers just
began to be very pushy, more attentive than usual that none of the men slacked off in their work,
the officers were being what the lowly soldier called “being chicken shit”.
I came to notice something wasn’t Kosher when some equipment was being taken out to
the construction site on days I had already issued maintenance work orders. I was receiving the
signed and completed maintenance work orders at the end of the work day but I knew the
equipment had instead been taken out of the Motor Pool to the construction site. And more of our
equipment was being deadlined for parts. I asked one of the Sergeants once, what was going on?
He told me to do my job and ignore what I saw. I harkened back to my instructions from Bill
McBride to keep my paperwork correct and accurate to protect myself. I continued to do so.
Whether the lock on my foot locker was picked or I left it unlocked, the result was the
same. My Agfa camera and wallet were stolen. Inside my wallet was Smiley’s Twenty Dollars
and receipt. I reported the theft immediately to the Orderly Room. Several times I had borrowed
the Twenty Dollars and returned it again on payday but I had no idea what to do about the missing
receipt. It had been in German, I did not remember the Merchant’s name or store where Smiley’s
dishes waited to be shipped to Illinois. At the time I thought the thief was a SFC Wright, an overly
friendly black noncom we all shied from. I wrote to Smiley and Wanda telling them but they
eventually were convinced I stole their dishes to my unending regret. I should have taken a day’s
leave time and made it to Kaiserslautern by bus as soon as Forrest Crowe gave me the receipt, not
waiting until I returned to Germany.
By the first week of October the shit began to hit the fan. During an inspection by the
noncoms from Head Quarters Company I was intently questioned as to why so many pieces of
equipment were being deadlined, waiting for parts. Remembering Bill McBride’s instructions, I
specifically pointed to all the maintenance work orders, signed by mechanics and duty sergeants,
that all maintenance work was performed correctly “to my knowledge!” I don’t believe my
answers were acceptable because a week later we had an unexpected IG inspection.
A Captain whose name escapes me, but his nickname was Tiger, arrived from Head
Quarters in Rhine Main Air Force Base in Germany with several other officers and noncoms in
tow. This was a surprise inspection, I think it was called an IG Inspection, not sure. He personally
inspected my records and pointedly asked me how I could have a completed maintenance report
dated the same day a dispatch slip was issued for this Crane, or this truck or this tractor? I lifted a
maintenance report, showing him the signature of the inspecting mechanic and saying that I could
only keep the records, not do the physical maintenance work. I believe Captain Stairs expected
the dispatch clerk and I would be reprimanded, even brought up on some kind of charges. Instead,
the IG obviously tore into Captain Stairs and the other Company ‘A’ officers and to make
reprimanding them worse, refused to stay at Laon to socialize, rather heading off somewhere else,
when it was too late to return to Rhine Main that night.
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Immediately after the IG Team left, Captain Stairs called me into his office and asked what
I had said to the IG. I told him exactly what was said but Captain Stairs thought otherwise. He
said I had diarrhea of the mouth and to get out of his office. He was not a happy man. I fully
expected to become his next target so I intentionally kept out of his way more than before.
Fortunately, replacing me as maintenance clerk would have become known at Head Quarters
Company so I remained out of his view in the Maintenance Hut.
The last week of October is a haze of
memory. Most of the men and equipment
were transported back to Hahn Air Base this
week to be out of France by October 31st.
Every road worthy vehicle in the Motor Pool
was used to carry all of Company ‘A’s
equipment, material and supplies back to
Hahn AFB. During the week, Lowboy
trailers, loaded with track type dozers or road
rollers were towed by Road Tractors to Hahn
AFB, returning the next day for another
piece of heavy equipment but there were not
enough Lowboy trailers or enough days left.
Turnodozers, Road Graders and truck mounted Cranes were left to make the 400 km (250
mile) trip back to Hahn on their own. Heavy Equipment Operators were asked if they would drive
their Turnodozers and Road Graders over the road. Some of the men refused because it was too
dangerous. “House” Cheshire drove his rig back to
Hahn without brakes, a feat he later regretted. The
above photo is of a 1950s vintage Turnodozer with a
blade mounted to the front. The photo on the left is
not of a US Army Road Grader but is shown here to
give an idea of the size equipment the soldiers were
asked to drive 400 miles over country roads, into the
night.
On Monday morning of October 31, 1955 the
remaining Turnodozers, Road Graders and other
Rubber Tired equipment were sent out in Convoys of
three vehicles each, fifteen or twenty minutes apart
with a goal to reach the France/Luxembourg border,
about 270 km (168 miles) before midnight’s deadline
to be out of France. A Platoon Officer with a driver
in a jeep plus a small fuel tanker followed. I was
riding shotgun in a 3/4ton 4x4 like this one with some
5 gallon Jerry cans of fuel, bringing up the rear. All
Company A, 862nd EAB personnel and equipment
was out of France before midnight on a very cold
Halloween night. Bracey and the other heavy
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equipment volunteer operators were very, very cold soldiers driving equipment without cabs.
Thankfully it was a clear night with a late Blue moon. A Blue moon is the second full moon in
one calendar month.
Comment: The reasons for orders issued leading up to Company A’s convoluted retreat from
France had always been a mystery and were above our pay grade. Initially we blamed the French
Government but recent research indicated the Laon Trailer Park project was part of Operation
Caravan, a 7th Engineer Aviation Brigade17 effort to complete dependent Trailer Parks at many
U.S. Air Bases in France with a self-imposed deadline by October 31, 1955. In less than a month
after leaving France, Company ‘A’, 862nd EAB members were back in France working on another
project at Chaumont Air Force Base.

17

7th Engineer Brigade, US Air Force Europe:
http://www.usarmygermany.com/Sont.htm?http&&&www.usarmygermany.com/units/Engineer/USAREUR_7thEng
rBde.htm#843rd
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Chapter Ten
Back at Hahn Air Base
There was only room for one Maintenance Clerk at the Motor Pool at Hahn AFB and I had
been the spare while stationed on temporary duty in France. I returned to the Motor Pool and
other laborer type tasks. There was no construction going on so all equipment was being readied
for the next assignment.
I had accumulated many photos in the Army before my
Agfa camera was stolen in Laon. Unfortunately most of the photos
were ruined when a water leak soaked them in 1986. A few photos
of the soldiers in Company A survived and are shown here. This is
a photo of Bracey, myself and Bob Dagley one evening while we
were getting dressed for a night out. A Heavy Equipment
Operator, Bracey was easy going, boisterous with a ready laugh
but rock hard and tough as nails. Bob Dagley was also easy going
yet Les Snelson told me Dagley broke his thumb, horsing around I
believe. Horse Play was frowned upon by the military.
The next
photo is of Donald
Troast who hailed from Mississippi. I include his
photo at Hahn AFB but will relate later a story of
an altercation in England between Don Troast and
Captain Stairs which resulted in Captain Stairs
being removed as the Commanding Officer in
Molesworth Air Force Base in England.
Soon after we returned from Laon the new
First Sargent, MSgt Humpries re-instituted daily
physical exercises, called the “Daily Dozen”. At
each morning’s formation, initially led by SFC
Fletcher, the enlisted personnel huffed and puffed
through Jumping Jacks, Squat Thrusts, Push Ups, Sit Ups, etc. I don’t know if it was Captain
Stairs doing or if SFC Fletcher just pulled me out of the formation but I ended up calling out the
cadence while doing the exercises in front of the formation. It was hard enough to do the exercises
but shouting out the cadence while exercising was difficult on the breathing. But I wasn’t going
to let it show, I completed all the exercises in correct form with a loud voice each morning until
the First Sargent decided we were all fit enough and the Daily Dozen disappeared.
In correspondence with my family I learned my father was in the process of opening a
business. He had been a bus driver for the Philadelphia Transportation Company for as long as I
could remember but he was going to open a “Luncheonette” close to where we lived in the
Kensington section of Philadelphia. In December I would be two years into my three year Army
enlistment and had the bright idea to go home over Christmas. Through the Enlisted Men’s Service
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Club a special discounted round trip air plane fare was offered. A 30 day Leave request over the
Christmas and New Year’s holidays was granted and I booked my flight for December 15, 1955
from Frankfurt to New York. Every penny of my next few pay days would be needed for the fare.
Returning to Hahn was an opportunity to renew friendships. I played in a couple Pinochle
tournaments with Wally Byers at the Enlisted Men’s Service Club. We were pretty good partners
and won one of the tournaments. Billy Roach had given up hope of bagging a rabbit with his sling
shot even after he procured some round metal balls in place of the hex nuts as ammunition.
Saturday, November 20, 1955 was the 19th anniversary of my birth. Billy Roach and a few
friends bought a 40 ounce bottle of Canadian Club Whiskey to celebrate. Nice, but not extravagant
since the bottle only cost $3.30 at the Base Exchange. We were celebrating in Billy’s Supply
Room across the common area between our buildings, dropping the level in the big whiskey bottle
considerably while listening to records on my RCA record player. My drink was in a large glass,
filled with ice and Coca Cola to dilute the whiskey. The Airman from their Orderly Room came
across the hall for me, saying I had a phone call at his desk.
It was another buddy from my barracks calling to wish me a happy birthday. I returned to
the Supply Room and was offered a toast to my birthday, “Bottoms Up!” While I was on the
phone they filled my glass with Canadian Club and ice with very little Coke to dilute it. As I
started to drink I realized the phone call was part of their prank but refused to show I wasn’t a man.
In my youthful exuberance I drank it down.
Of course I was drunk when they escorted me to my room in my barracks. The huge gulp
of whiskey had my innards in an uproar, making trips to the latrine to void what would come up
and the dreadful experience of returning to my bunk each time pure torture. Falling on my bunk
felt like I was dropping forever from a high building so that I no sooner hit the bed, I was up again
to the latrine. I had been drunk before but not this ill. Thankfully the next day was Sunday to
recuperate. Billy apologized for the result, not the prank and I had a major learning experience
but no real sense of how dangerous that prank had been and my stupidity for draining the glass.

Chaumont Air Force Base,
Chaumont, France18
Even though my Leave time was scheduled and approved, I was still included with the
contingent of soldiers and equipment sent to Chaumont Air Force Base, Chaumont, France on
November 30, 1955. Some information on this Air Base: the United States Military construction
at the old French Chaumont Air Field began in January 1951 and by April 1952 all they had was
a sea of mud, concrete and 255 tent frames. Military budget constraints slowed construction
sufficiently that the Air Force only began pushing for military dependent quarters by 1954.
Another SCARWAF unit, Company ‘B’, 843rd Engineer Aviation Battalion was permanently
stationed at the now U.S. Chaumont Air Force Base. Among many other projects they were
working on was a Dependent Trailer Park at Chaumont when on September 24, 1955 the 843 EAB
reverted to reserve status. I thought the Trailer Park project had been completed. Members of the
18

Abandoned, Forgotten Airfields in Europe: http://www.forgottenairfields.com/france/champagne-ardenne/hautemarne/chaumont-semoutiers-s1141.html
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843rd EAB became members of the 833rd EAB19. What all this meant is lost in memory. For
reasons beyond my pay grade more EAB engineers were required at Chaumont and a small
contingent from Company ‘A’, 862nd EAB arrived on November 30, 1955. I remember nothing
of what work assignments we were assigned, only that I left Chaumont in a courier jeep returning
to Hahn Air Base on December 13, 1955 where I packed my bags for my flight home.
Normally I would have had to make it to Frankfurt Air Port on my own but was offered a
ride in a truck to Head Quarters Company at Rhine Main Air Base easily being on time for the
flight, leaving December 15, 1955 from Frankfurt’s civilian Air Port on a Lufthansa Jet Prop to
New York. The flight took 12 or 13 hours, stopping at Gander, Newfoundland.

19

Page 6, 843rd EAB 1954-1955 Yearbook (Luther Lacy) on U.S. Army in Germany website:
http://www.usarmygermany.com/Sont.htm?http&&&www.usarmygermany.com/units/Engineer/USAREUR_7thEng
rBde.htm
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Chapter Eleven
30 Days at Home
My father, a bus driver, wanted to be an entrepreneur. He was always looking for
opportunities to have his own business. During the summer he secured financing from his
stepfather, Harry Erny, and located this building, an empty storefront house on the corner of “A”
and Wishart Streets only three short city blocks from our home on Stella Street. To buy the storefront building my parents sold their Stella Street house. They found it necessary to dispose of
furniture and other personal items to fit into the new, smaller living quarters. My mother continued
working at the Gibbs hosiery mill until the luncheonette was ready to open.
The new house was the end of a row of brick buildings, a store-front corner building on
Wishart Street at ‘A’ Street, a two story building with a basement. A set of plate steel doors on
the ‘A’ Street sidewalk opened to steep wooden steps down into the basement. Entrance into the
store was through a door at the actual corner of the first floor. The store itself was only about
thirty-four by thirteen feet with a ten foot ceiling and a small kitchen off the end of the room. The
rear wall of the kitchen was solid but for a door way at each end, the left doorway opened to stairs
to the basement, the right doorway opened to a small square hall; exit doors to ‘A’ Street and to a
rear yard plus stairs to the second floor living quarters. The upstairs had three bedrooms and a
large full bathroom. My parents were using the front bedroom with windows overlooking both
‘A’ Street and Wishart Street. There was one window in the other two bedrooms and bathroom
overlooking ‘A’ Street. My sisters, Clara and Jackie slept in the middle bedroom and the bedroom
at the top of the stairs was set up for me. The front bedroom was large enough for two chairs and
a TV set as sort of a living room/bedroom combination.
Walking into my parent’s new home on December 16, 1955 was culture shock after
fifteen months in Europe. When I joined the Army my parents lived at 242 E Stella Street in
Philadelphia. Their home was now 200 E Wishart Street, Philadelphia, a short four or five minute
walk from our old house. I walked in the front door while the construction phase was still in
process. The store sales area had already been gutted, remodeled and painted. Workmen were
installing freezers, a counter and stools.
After the hugs and tears of my welcoming home, my father obviously returned his attention
to his contractors while my mother took me upstairs to see our new home above the Luncheonette;
our family’s new living quarters. Clara and Jackie, my sisters were in school. My mother looked
very weary behind her smiles and I was surprised that she seemed to have aged in such a short
time. We sat on my bed and talked while I held her hands, this I can still feel deeply. Mom never
dyed her hair and it was now much greyer. She was 37 years old, a young woman. The Girls
came home from school and further discussion was put off until a more convenient time.
Later, my father and I walked around the store, each with a bottle of beer while he gave me
all the details of his new Luncheonette. His intentions were to be open for business as soon as
possible. Each day he would open early in the mornings, serving breakfast for workers walking
past his building to the factories along ‘A’ Street and to draw them back for lunch time. He would
also remain open in the evenings for neighborhood customers. When I suggested that was a very
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long work day, he said that between him and my mother, they should be able to cope with the long
hours.
He said most of the equipment would be installed by the next weekend. That would give
him one or two weeks to get set up and organized, ready to serve customers. When completed
there would be a lunch counter with eight stools bolted to the floor and three booths with seating
for twelve customers; the counter and booths sporting the newest style small coin operated juke
boxes connected to a record player in the basement. On the serving side of the counter would be
the new soda fountain, an ice cream chest and a refrigerated counter cabinet for all the ingredients
to prepare food and sandwiches, and in the corner, a new large flat steel gas grille for cooking, a
deep fryer for French fries and a stainless steel overhead exhaust fan hood.
Of course any new business was a gamble so my father intended to continue driving a bus
until the business picked up sufficiently that he could afford to quit his job. I asked if there was
anything I could help with while I was home. He said for the next few days everyone should keep
out of the way of the contractors until they finished installing all the new fixtures but he would
gladly accept my help afterward.
The next day was a Saturday. Over the weekend I made the rounds seeking out my old
friends, Ray Slowinski, Alex Gordon, Rich Stutzman and Bob Piatek. Bob Dell was now sailing
in the Pacific between Hawaii and Japan. I called Marge Dell, Bob’s younger sister and we went
on a date the following Saturday night. I took my mother to visit her parents on Lee Street and her
old friend Eleanor Dimmick on Hope Street. Other times I managed to see old friends and
neighbors on Stella Street, playing Gin Rummy with Joe Taxis, Sr. Week days my friends were
working so I jumped in to help in the store when I saw a need.
The contractors finished installing all the fixtures. Near the door was a small glass
showcase where the cash register was placed to collect from customers as they were leaving the
Luncheonette. On shelves mounted on the wall behind the show case, and inside the show case
were displayed an assortment of impulse items, such as aspirin, OTC medicines, candy, gum and
cigarettes and cigars, as seen in today’s quick convenience stores. But those items were yet to be
delivered, unpacked and displayed.
The owner of Martin’s Wholesale
Confectionary and Tobacco Suppliers on
Kensington Avenue had spent a couple hours
working up an initial Seven Hundred Dollar order
to stock my father’s shelves as shown in this
photo of my father. The order arrived in a dozen
large boxes. My father asked if I would check the
order. When completed I handed my father the
papers listing shortages, items not ordered and
instances when he received more items than
listed. Mr. Martin stopped by to see how his new
customer was faring when my father handed him
the papers including a box of returned items he had not ordered. Impressed by the accuracy of my
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sorting the order he shipped to my father Mr. Martin offered me a job. I told him I was going back
to Europe in a couple of weeks and he told me to look him up when I got out of the Army.
The Juke Box man came in to load the record player in the basement. There were already
records in the player but he was replacing many with newer released 45RPM records. I asked him
what he did with the old records when updating with newer releases. He said throw them away. I
asked if we could have all the old 45’s and he said of course, handing me about a dozen records
he just removed. I told him I was returning to the Army in two weeks and he assured me he would
give my father all future records. I added the 45’s he gave me to a bunch more in my room to take
back to Germany.
For months before my father bought this building he had been working part time as a short
order cook in a cafeteria in the bus
terminal where he drove buses. He
also would buy hoagies and Philly
steak
sandwiches
from
busy
Luncheonettes around Kensington
and Northeast Philadelphia, take them
home and take them apart to see what
ingredients were in the sandwiches
and how they were made, estimating
the cost of rolls and ingredients, all in
preparation for opening his own
Luncheonette.
Circulars were
delivered to the neighborhood homes
and factories advertising Monday,
January 9, 1956 as the grand opening
of “Joe’s Luncheonette”.
On the Saturday and Sunday before Monday, January 9th, the day his Luncheonette was
scheduled to open my father taught my mother, my sisters, Edna, a woman he hired as a part time
waitress and me how he wanted the food prepared to be sold in his, Joe’s Luncheonette. His
hoagies, hamburgers and cheesesteaks had to be made the same way, with the same amount of
ingredients, every time. He taught us how to use the big slicer for lunch meats, onions and lettuce
and how to stock the Bain Marie, a refrigerated cabinet to keep food fresh and ready. He taught
us how he wanted his Philly Steak sandwiches made on the grille and how to cook the French fries
using the deep fryer. However he did not attempt to teach my mother how to make soup or other
meals in the kitchen; rather he followed her recipes.
I had the opportunity to reconnect with my two young sisters while I was home. Clara was
Fourteen years old, now in Stetson Jr High School and Jackie at Ten years was still in Elkin
Elementary School, they both were fun to be with. The weekend evenings I hung with friends or
we went to a dance or movies. Drinking age in Pennsylvania was still 21 and clubs for younger
crowds were still far in the future. I still had no problem buying wine, beer or whiskey but our
friends were low key moderate drinkers, at most having a couple of beers in the booths of my
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father’s luncheonette along with several of his friends who came by, celebrating the Opening of
his business the following morning, wishing him good luck.
Both my parents were up early, preparing for, then opening for business at 6am Monday
morning. They had a string of customers for coffee, donuts, fried egg sandwiches to go, and a
dozen or two seating for breakfast at the counter or in the booths between 6am and 9am when
traffic died. I was helping by the end of this mini rush of customers and we cleaned up, getting
ready for what was hoped for, a big crowd. At 11:30am the counter began to fill and by noon it
was standing room only, a very hectic time taking and filling food orders.
As quickly as the Luncheonette filled, the traffic became sporadic by 2pm. My father’s
mother and her husband, Harry Erny, had arrived before the noon rush and were pressed into being
the cashiers. It looked like Joe’s Luncheonette would be a great success with hugs and handshakes
all around. At least for breakfast and
lunch. My grandparents (in this photo with
my parents) went home to New Jersey and
we all helped in the cleanup, getting ready
for the evening business. Customers were
infrequent as a few came in for dinner but
the evening business did not begin again
until between 7 and 11pm. Not like the
noon crowd, but slow and steady, enough
customers for one or two people to
comfortably serve. My mother went
upstairs after dinner. I was concerned, she
looked so tired.
Tuesday and Wednesday’s Luncheonette business was a duplicate of Opening day. On
Thursday I asked my father how he intended to return to driving buses next week. He said the
Luncheonette business would allow him to quit the Philadelphia Transportation Company right
away. He left during the lull after the lunch rush and went to his union to start the wheels moving
for leaving his job.
While he was out I questioned my mother, asking how she expected to keep up, working
these long hours. She said they were splitting the hours. My mother would be up early and open
for business, hiring a waitress to help serving customers. My father would come down before the
noon rush and they would work together until the noon rush was over. In the afternoon my mother
would retire to the living quarters for the day while my father was there until closing. It sounded
like they had a plan but I was still concerned about my mother’s health.
On Friday, January 13th I left to fly back to Germany with my stock of 45 RPM records
and was back at Hahn AFB by Saturday, January 14th.
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Chapter Twelve
From Hahn to Frankfurt to England
Arriving back at Hahn on January 14, 1956, fully expecting to be returned to Chaumont in
France, instead I remained at Hahn. While I was on leave in the States, orders came down through
the chain of command, from the 7th Engineer Aviation Brigade at Rhine Main AFB, then through
the 322nd Engineer Aviation Group at Landsthul AFB, that the 862nd Engineer Aviation Battalion
was being deactivated. At this time in space the 862nd EAB was the longest serving Army Unit in
Europe since D Day, after the 101st Airborne was sent back to the States last year. The 862nd
Aviation Battalion was Kaput. Finis.
Head Quarter and
Service Company in Rhine
Main AFB was processing
the Battalion personnel to
other SCARWAF units
and possibly other Army
Units, depending on the
individual soldier’s status.
If the soldier had less than
6 months remaining on his
tour of duty he would be
sent home for early release
unless he reenlisted to be
sent to another Army Unit.
I do not know how
Company ‘A’s equipment was disposed of but I do remember the HQ Company tank retriever was
transferred to a regular Army unit. I watched that huge piece of equipment roll out and away.
The process was slow, taking several months. One of the first soldiers transferred out of
Company ‘A’ was Captain Stairs, to someplace in England along with a handful of my friends. I
also wrote to Bob Dell, who was now in the Pacific Ocean patrolling between Hawaii and Japan,
telling him I may be shipped to England. If so, possibly a trip to Coatbridge, Scotland to see the
birthplace of my father’s mother.
Unfortunately the First Sergeant re-instituted daily exercises again. We were performing
the Daily Dozen in formation each morning but this time I was not selected to lead and call the
cadence while exercising. We imagined the deactivation orders caught the Battalion off guard
because the process was very slow. Some men were shipping out while others waited, helping
take inventory and pack up all equipment. I waited. Until the last week of March when half a
dozen of us packed our duffle bags (and my RCA 45RPM record player) and went to HQ Company
to await further orders. Dave Ferguson was one of this group. His prior duties had him making
frequent trips between Hahn and HQ Company and he had found himself a German girlfriend in
Frankfurt. We still had our Class A passes so while waiting further orders Dave and I went to
Frankfurt several nights a week and over the weekends.
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Dave introduced me to a woman. Her name was Justina. She was 29, a single mother with
a daughter about 8 years old. Over the next two weeks I dated Justina, staying at her apartment
over the weekends. Then a bronchial irritation and fever sent me to Sick Call. They looked at my
previous bronchial illnesses and wanted to verify it was not Asthma. This time they put me in the
Rhine Main Base hospital. Dave visited me and we played heads up poker. I was never that lucky
at heads up but this time I couldn’t lose. Dave kept trying to win it back, eventually playing on
credit. He came over one evening and we played double or nothing until he owed me Sixty dollars.
I wouldn’t extend his credit any further and he became nasty, threatening me, if I complained to
the CO about his debt. Of course he shipped out without paying up. And I shipped out to England
on April 30, 1956.
My passage was by public transportation. From the Frankfurt Bahnhof, by train to De
Hoek, Holland, also called the Hook of Holland. Passenger compartments on the German trains
held six people. No one spoke English in the compartment I chose. I had taken a course in German
at Landsthul AFB a year ago. Limited contact with German Nationals on the Air Bases in Germany
and even more limited conversations with Justina and her friends during the short time I was at
Rhine Main Air Base were mostly spoken in English. Yet the six passengers in our compartment
were able to carry on a pleasant conversation. Very rudimentary Deutsch skills on my part, for
sure. At De Hoek we boarded the Ferry to England.
The Ferry trip was uneventful, landing in Harwich, England where I took a train to London.
My travel papers allowed me to stay the night in London. It may have only been dismal London
weather but the overriding memory of my first visit to London was disappointment. The dirty
looking buildings, sidewalks and streets soured any thoughts of lugging my duffle bag, AWOL
bag and RCA 45RPM record player around sightseeing or even looking for a Pub. I caught the
next train to Kettering then made my way to Molesworth Air Force Base.
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Chapter Thirteen
Company A, 801st Engineer Aviation Battalion
Molesworth Air Force Baseii, England20
Reporting into the Orderly Room I found Wally Byers. He was the Company Clerk but to
my chagrin I learned that my nemesis, Captain Carroll A Stairs was the Commanding Officer. I
feared PFC was the highest rank I would attain until my enlistment ended. Molesworth was the
home of the 582nd Air Resupply Group for the Third Air Force which provided the bulk of its air
support to the Army 10th Special Forces Group at Bad Tölz, Germany. The 801st was putting the
finishing touches to the runways and Hardstands at Molesworth, a task they started in 1954.
My arrival at
Molesworth was on May
2, 1956 and we were
living in Quonset Huts
similar to those at Laon
AFB, France.
Gone
were Germany’s great
barracks.
This drawing of
Molesworth AFB was
provided by Luther
Lacy, a soldier originally
stationed with Company
‘B’, 843rd EAB in
Chaumont, France. After
that unit was deactivated
Lou arrived in England
months before I did. The
“My Hut” arrow was
Lou’s barracks! My hut
was next to his, the one
in the middle. (Full page
copy on page 87)

Full page drawing on page 87

20

History of RAF Molesworth: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAF_Molesworth
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My
primary
MOS was still as a
Refrigeration Mechanic.
There being no need for
my MOS at Molesworth
I was assigned to the
cement mixer at the end

of one of the runways. The mixer
was stationary and pretty tall with a
mountain of stone on one side and
a mountain of sand on the other.
The soldier working the cement
mixer was an Italian health
enthusiast and weight lifter from
Brooklyn, a PFC Pelligrino. I knew
from the beginning I was in for a
tough time trying to keep up with
this soldier.
But he was a great guy and
made the work fun and he peaked
my interest to possibly return to the
Base gym for weight lifting. We
had to throw in so many shovels of
sand, so many shovels of stone to
so many bags of lime and another
quantity of bags of gypsum cement
in to the cement mixer, add a predetermined amount of water then
turn on the mixer.
I don’t
remember if the mixer was electric or gasoline driven. A dump truck would back under the mixer
and Pelligrino would set the mixer to turn and drain wet concrete into the dump truck bed. I do
not remember where the concrete was taken. This photo, curtesy of Lou Lacy, is of a similar
cement mixer in France. A note here about Luther Lacy. He was billeted in a different hut and his
work on the base did not interact with mine. I remember his face from Molesworth but little else
at the time. Retired, he has a keen interest in the history of his Army units in England and France
and can be contacted on the website below21.
Bob Dell’s letters caught up to me at Molesworth. He wrote back insisting I had to visit
his girlfriend Marge when I go to Scotland. He included her address and said he was writing to
her, for her to expect to hear from me. Last year when Bob and I were in Paris Bob bought a
Compact at the Eiffel Tower, gave it to me and I mailed it to this girl in Scotland as he requested.
After receiving Bob’s letter I began to investigate the best way to get to Scotland and thought about
what to write to his girlfriend, Marge; writing to her at last explaining I hoped to visit my
grandmother’s birthplace in Scotland.
Shortly thereafter at a morning formation it was asked who could type? Three soldiers
raised their hands, mine being one. MSgt Towner was the First Sargent. A few years ago I had
his name written as Downs but am now sure it was Towner. He was a short, slightly overweight
soldier who never wore boots. His uniform always included low quarters, shoes because his feet
21

US Army in Germany:
http://www.usarmygermany.com/Sont.htm?http&&&www.usarmygermany.com/units/Engineer/USAREUR_7thEng
rBde.htm#843rd
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were badly frostbitten at the siege of Bastogne during the Battle of the Bulge where he was with
the 101st Air Borne troops. Captain Stairs was not very happy when I raised my hand as being
able to type but MSgt Towner usually did as he felt best. The other two volunteers were not very
good typists and on a good day I might type at most 40 words a minute. That is not very fast, but
hell, I was a soldier, not a clerk typist. The job was for Operations Clerk, working for SFC Jacks,
the Operations NCO. The Operations office was in the same Quonset hut as the Orderly Room,
the Mail Room and the CO’s office. MSgt Towner chose me. I was off the cement mixer and
knew I had to be on my best behavior being this close to Captain Stairs.
Another reason Captain Stairs may not have made too much of an issue about my presence
in the Orderly Room is what I alluded to several times in this narrative. Captain Stairs had
problems of his own that I was just learning about. A soldier I mentioned earlier, Don Troast, was
in Company ‘A’, 862nd EAB back in Germany and was one of the soldiers transferred to England
several months before, about the same time as Captain Stairs. Don was my age and not well
educated. He was a nice guy with a lower IQ and was liked by most of the men and noncoms
because he learned to do as he was told without an argument. Soon after Don arrived at
Molesworth he took up with a woman a few years older than he, in nearby Kettering. Sadly, she
did not have the best reputation but Don fell in love with her. Several of Don’s friends tried to
talk to him like a Dutch Uncle but his mind was made up.
Don Toast had an appointment to see Captain Stairs. He asked for permission to get
married. Instead of taking Don into the CO’s office and talking quietly to him, Captain Stairs
began to berate Don in the Orderly Room, calling him Dumb, Ignorant, Stupid and labeled the
woman Don was seeking permission to marry all kind of harlots, whores, etc., etc. With many
witnesses listening. Not me, I was not there. Don was near tears, I was told and he actually asked
Captain Stairs if his answer meant “No”. Which it did!
Don went through official channels and made a complaint about Captain Stairs’ abusive
language and actions. I knew Don and realized all he wanted was to marry his girlfriend, not raise
a storm over Captain Stairs. Don’s complaint was taken seriously at Head Quarters Company,
also located on Molesworth Air Force Base. Shortly after I became Operations Clerk, Captain
Stairs was relieved of his command and sent back to the States without comments to the troops but
we all supposed it was to face charges for Don Troast’s complaint and possibly complaints from
Bob Wilcox, who perceived he was persecuted by Captain Stairs in France. As soldiers we learned
nothing further. I believe Don Toast married the woman he loved. 1st Lt Archibald Cox became
the new Commanding Officer, Company ‘A’, 801st EAB.
An answer from Marge Cathro arrived. Her parents offered to provide me a place to sleep
should I decide to visit Scotland. Wally Byers and I discussed Marge’s letter. He encouraged me
to put in a request for a three day pass which I did, asking for July 14-16th. It was approved and I
sent off a letter letting Marge Cathro know the dates.
SFC Jacks, Operations NCO was a short man nearing the end of his Army career. He was
easy to work for. Do as you were instructed, take some initiative to do a little more than you were
asked and he basically spent most of his time elsewhere out of the office, doing I did not know
what. MSgt Towner treated me like a son or kid brother but I was cautious to treat him just like
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he was, the First Sargent of Company ‘A’, the top of the pecking order of all our noncoms and
never getting personal. The work in the Operations Office required not much more than two or
three hours a day, typing reports or memos. I was bored most of the time and when the Orderly
Room was devoid of noncoms and officers I had lots of time on my hands.
I believe the first task I took on without direction as the
Operations Clerk was organizing all the Field Manuals and Technical
Manuals by number on the shelves in the Operations office. SFC Jacks
said the Army had over 500 current Field Manuals covering every topic
imaginable, from First Aid to the correct
ingredients for the concrete mixture for Air
Base Runways and there were available
Technical Manuals for every piece of
equipment the Army had in current use.
Our Operations Office had less than
300 Field and Technical Manuals similar to those in these two photos.
Before organizing the manuals, if you were to look for one it was
necessary to look through many to find the one you wanted. SFC Jacks
kept as a bible an obsolete and well-worn copy of FM 21-622, a 304 page
Index of Army Publications to help find a manual he needed.
In writing these memoirs it was learned that the current Official
Department of the Army Publications and Forms23 website is not your grandfather’s U.S. Army
Field and Technical Manual library. Today, every manual is available in .pdf format for easy
viewing on a computer or for quick printing, a complete manual or pertinent pages only.

22

FM 21-6 List and Index of War Department Publications last printed January, 1949
U.S. Army Publications and Forms: http://armypubs.army.mil/index.html
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Chapter Fourteen
Clydebank, Scotland
Clydebank, Scotland is a small town, actually a connecting suburb northwest of Glasgow.
Trains ran twice daily between London and Glasgow, stopping at many towns and cities along the
way, nearby Kettering being one of the stops. At 9:00PM Friday night, July 13, 1956 I caught the
overnight London to Glasgow train arriving at Glasgow’s Queen Street Station approximately
6:00AM Saturday morning. Being in uniform and looking lost, a Scots gentleman asked me where
I was going and gave me directions to get to Marge’s house in Linnvale, a development in
Clydebank, suburb of Glasgow.
The bus took me beside the River Clyde along the Glasgow-Dunbarton Road where the
driver dropped me off at Kilbowie Road. It was a half mile walk along Kilbowie Road, then further
along Livingstone Street into Linnvale. I knocked on the door of 72 Attlee Avenue just after
7:00AM, hoping they were up this early on a Saturday Morning.
Mr. Cathro opened the door. He had been sitting in the living room with a cup of tea, just
home from his night shift at work, telling me everyone else was still in bed. Mr. Cathro ushered
me into the living room and provided a cup of tea as the family slowly appeared. The first one
downstairs was Wilma, not yet 5 years old.
Then into the living room came this gorgeous young girl in a plain dress, with natural rosy
cheeks, no makeup or lipstick, and blond hair set up in a tight bond with a thousand bobby pins. I
think my heart stopped and my stomach flipped over. Her father introduced her as Helen.
Immediately I was thankful her name was not Marge and I decided then and there, this weekend I
was going to spend as much time with Helen Cathro as possible. All this within seconds of meeting
her. I soon learned she was seventeen years old. What could be better? I can’t remember which
family member appeared next but I quickly met Mrs. Cathro and Elizabeth, who was thirteen years
old. Marge did not make her entrance upon the scene for an hour or so. It became obvious I wasn’t
expected until later in the day. Helen went to the food store while her mother started making
breakfast.
The Cathro family was welcoming and friendly. Marge and I were set to take in a movie
in Glasgow and some nightlife later on in the evening. During the afternoon one topic of
conversation was Helen’s dilemma with her current boyfriend, a boy named Norman. He was
becoming very serious, pressuring Helen towards marriage, with which the family wasn’t too
pleased considering her young age, and Helen wasn’t sure of the relationship herself. Helen and I
talked alone for a while and I tried my best to convince her she was too young for a serious
commitment and that Norman was just a kid himself. I said anything I could think of to force a
wedge into a relationship that I hoped was already on the brink of collapse. (I advised her from
my experienced worldly travels and great age of nineteen.)
Norman arrived to take Helen on their date as Marge and I left for a Glasgow theatre. The
movie was Hitchcock’s thriller “The Man Who Knew Too Much” with Jimmy Stewart and Doris
Day. After the movie I connived, err convinced, Marge that I had been away from home so long,
just being with her family was an enormous lift for me. I also kept our conversation steered toward
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Bob Dell. Marge was a pretty girl, but she was Bob’s girl, even if he was somewhere on the Pacific
Ocean. And in my eyes, her sister Helen was beautiful. We went back to the Cathro home.
Helen was already home when we walked into the house. She had broken up with Norman
and was relieved about it. (Sorry about that Norman!) The family spent the balance of the evening
in the living room, talking and socializing. Mr. Cathro, who lost a leg when he was a boy, led an
Entertainment Group during the war, something like our USO. His repartee had us all laughing
and I soaked up the good feeling of the family atmosphere. Wilma and Liz made a fuss over me
too. Pretty heady stuff for a young soldier. I slept like a log, tired from riding a train all night,
and a long, happy day.
Sunday morning Mr. Cathro suggested Marge show me the famous Loch Lomond. After
breakfast we left, and on the bus going around the Loch but before another attraction to view could
be suggested, I again talked Marge into going back to her home. “It just felt so good to be around
family, right?” and I even feigned a slight headache. Back to see Helen although I knew Marge
wasn’t too happy with the decision.
Sunday afternoon and evening were passing by too quickly. After dinner, Marge, Helen
and I took a walk in the late afternoon sun, along The Great Western Road, also known as the
Boulevard. We walked up the road to the LaScalla Theatre and back down again. Scotland gets
cool in the late afternoon. Both girls wore sweaters, and Mr. Cathro loaned me a jacket. Marge
was still somewhat miffed because both her ‘dates’ ended prematurely back at her house. As we
walked I was in the middle, holding
hands with both girls. I could not hold
Helen’s hand without holding Marge’s.
But I took advantage of every
opportunity to pay extra attention to
Helen without being obvious to anyone
else, especially Marge. As the three of
us walked down the Boulevard holding
hands, Helen and I were communicating
to each other with a slight hand squeeze
every so often.
This is a photo of the Cathro
Family. Left to right, Helen, Elizabeth,
Mrs. Bessie Cathro, Margaret, Mr. William Cathro with five year old Wilma in the front.
Monday morning, time to go back to England. Mr. Cathro would drive me to the train
station. Marge had to work. Helen worked evenings at the Bank Theatre in Clydebank and was
off during the day, so she had to accompany us to the train. By now it was obvious to all I had
more than a passing interest in Helen. At the train station, Mr. Cathro left Helen and me waiting
by the train while he went to buy a newspaper for my train ride home. Not to miss the opportunity,
I managed to kiss Helen goodbye, as we arranged to write to each other, and made plans to talk on
the phone. Funny, not once during that weekend did I entertain the thought of going to my
Grandmother’s birthplace in Coatbridge.
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I was now heading back to my unit at Molesworth AFB, outside of Kettering, England. It
was the morning of Monday, July 16, 1956. The nine hours on the train would provide time for
some serious thinking. Mr. Cathro had left us at the train to buy some newspapers for me to read
on the train but I couldn’t get passed dwelling on Helen, our parting kiss and embrace. My
immediate concern? How to get back to see her, and soon.
My thoughts alternated between Helen and the distance that separated us. I had experienced
infatuation before, but I knew this was definitely different. The train’s many stops were a blur.
Helen was constantly in my thoughts, which would not be suppressed by reading. I did not want
to lose the picture of her in my mind. Seeing her pretty face, hearing her soft voice, her gentle,
barely discernable Scottish brogue, or feeling how soft she was when I managed to brush against
her or hold her hand. Cupid’s arrow was firmly stuck into my heart.
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Chapter Fifteen
Back to Molesworth
Distance was a problem. The travel time between Molesworth AFB and Helen Cathro in
Clydebank was a minimum of 12 to 13 hours. On a normal weekend pass, I’d have to travel all
night Friday to get to Clydebank early Saturday morning. I’d have 36 hours with her, and then
return on the Sunday night train, arriving early Monday morning in Kettering. Getting to the base
from the railroad station in the wee early hours could be a problem. Soldiers must make formation
for Reveille otherwise they would be counted AWOL. For a plan it was doable, but realistically,
it was too chancy. Unfortunately, Three-day passes were not given out too freely, they had to be
requested or they were given as a reward.
Back at Molesworth, I wrote to
Helen as soon as I was off duty on
Monday with the telephone number of the
Orderly Room and she wrote to me the
same day. We set regular times for
talking. There weren’t too many phones
in Scotland’s private homes in 1956 so
Helen would call from the Red Box up the
street from her house, at least once a
week, usually on Thursday nights.
Calling from Scotland to England from a
public phone was expensive so I sent
Helen a Five Pound Note for her to call
me. Conversely, calling Helen at the Red
Box from the Company ‘A’ Orderly
Room telephone was not an option for
obvious reasons. It wasn’t long before
our letters and phone conversations
became more intimate. I needed to go
back to see her and I put in a request for a
10-day leave and it was approved. Our
letters and telephone calls would have to
suffice until September 1, 1956.
I was promoted to Specialist
Third Class (SP3) the month after I
became the Operations Clerk. For a year
Captain Stairs had ensured I would not
receive Corporal stripes and when I
finally was promoted, the Corporal rank
was obsolete, it became Specialist Third Class. Supposedly no difference but I had preferred the
Corporal Stripes over the Specialist Badge.
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The Company
‘A’ Orderly Room
Quonset was similar to
the one in this photo.
The entrance door in
the center, and on the
left was a window
covered by a board.
This was the mail
room window. At mail
call the board was
lowered and soldiers
retrieved their mail
from the Mail Clerk.
If one entered
the front door of the
hut you were in a
hallway about ten feet
deep and four feet wide. Immediately on the left was the hallway door to the mail room. Looking
inside, the mailroom was five feet wide and extended inside to the sloping wall of the hut.
On the right wall of the hallway was a door into the Operations Room. Looking into the
Operations Room, which extended from the entrance end of the hut on the right to a solid wall on
the left. The ceiling sloped in and down to become the outer wall of the room with a footprint of
approximately ten by seven feet. The Mail Room and Operations Office were separate, closed off
rooms.
Again, entering in the front door of the hut and walking in the ten foot length of the hallway
was a swinging short gate, swinging into the Orderly Room or back into the hallway. Past the gate
and you were in the Orderly Room proper. Straight ahead was a solid wall with two doors, one on
the extreme left and one on the extreme right. The Orderly Room had a desk on each side facing
the center of the room; on the left was the Company Clerk’s desk, occupied by Wally Byers, on
the right was the First Sergeant’s desk occupied when he was in the Orderly Room by MSgt
Towner. There was a pot belly stove in the middle of the Orderly Room.
Behind the rear wall, using either the right or left door was the entrance to the Commanding
Officer’s office which took up the complete rear of the Quonset hut. On Pay days soldiers would
enter the CO’s office by the door on the right, receive their pay in cash and exit by the door on the
left. Very efficient. If you owed money to the Government you would be met at the left door while
you still had a hand full of cash.
The detailed description of the Company ‘A’ Orderly Room is needed to understand the
events that follow. The Operations Office was closed off although there was a small window on
the curved outside wall side. I felt caged in and proposed to SFC Jacks and MSgt Towner that the
Orderly Room would present better to everyone if the Operations Room walls were cut down to a
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half wall height on both the Orderly room wall and the hallway wall. They agreed and a carpenter
was sent over to do just that. I was ordered to help the carpenter.
Now, when someone walked in the front entrance door the Orderly Room was fairly wide
open. SFC Jacks, MSgt Towner, Wally and I could see each other at our desks yet we were far
enough from each other that talking on the phone did not infringe on the others. However, the
inside walls and ceiling of the Operations Room had a horrible yellow paint and the Orderly Room
was not a good contrasting color. Painting the Orderly Room during normal hours was not an
option to MSgt Towner due to paint fumes. I offered to paint the rooms over the weekend and
MSgt Towner agreed. I was hoping Wally would offer to help too but he claimed he was allergic
to the paint fumes.
It took all day Saturday and Sunday to paint the both offices ceilings and half walls. A
painter could have done it quicker. The rooms looked much improved in a light gray color. The
only distracting concern, the paint was oil based 1950s paint, may have even had some lead in the
paint. Painting in the enclosed Orderly Room, I was not wise enough to get fans from the supply
hut to circulate air through the hut for decent ventilation while painting. It left me ill for at least a
week and I developed an intolerance for Oil Based paints that lasted for years.
Besides my daily working in the Operations Office, I spent several hours most nights
writing to Helen or writing home to family and friends at my desk on the typewriter. I was friends
with the men in my hut and the other soldiers in Company ‘A’ and intentionally was not being
aloof but other than eating at the mess hall, the latrine and a few hours at my bunk, I did not
develop the same relationships with the men in the barracks as I had in Germany and France. As
will be seen shortly, all my thoughts were slowly collating on Helen Cathro and my desire to spend
my life with her. The Army took a back seat in my mind.
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Chapter Sixteen
Off to Clydebank
With great anticipation I waited on the Kettering station platform to catch the London Glasgow train on Friday night, August 31, 1956. I wore my civilian clothing this trip so I would
not stand out like I did in July, I thought. Helen decided I needed help with the buses, so she was
waiting for me when the train pulled into the Queen Street Railroad Station. This bus went up the
Great Western Road, a.k.a. the Boulevard. It dropped us off on the Boulevard, a very short walk
to her house. It was early Saturday morning when we arrived, time for breakfast. Refrigerators
were not common in Scotland then, so perishable food was bought as needed. I accompanied
Helen up the street to the small local market for fresh milk and eggs for breakfast. We were taking
every opportunity to be alone.
Wilma’s fifth birthday was the next day and Mrs. Cathro, Helen and Liz were making
preparations for a family birthday party. I accompanied Helen and her Mother to the shops on
Dunbarton Road, the main street in Clydebank. The shops were busy on a Saturday afternoon. As
chance would have it, we passed Helen’s former boyfriend Norman. He was a skinny kid, about
my age. The thought entered my mind that he would have no kind feelings for me and I wondered
if he was part of a gang. Scotland’s young men banded in gangs called “Teddy boys” and were
very upset at the number of local girls being wooed by the American GI’s. The Teddy Boys played
rough when meeting solo GI’s on the streets at night.
We stopped to visit with Mrs. Cathro’s sister, Ena Coyle, who lived on Kilbowie Road. As
we sat in the Coyle’s living room they were discussing presents they might buy for Wilma. I
suggested I get her a puppy. There was a real pregnant pause, then Mrs. Cathro dryly replied, “I
don’t believe that would be a good present, there are enough bitches in the house already.” The
ladies laughed at that and I felt sure they were having some fun with my discomfort. I instantly
felt compassion for Helen’s father. The only male with five females in the same house!
That night, Saturday, September 1, 1956 Helen and I walked to Dalmuir Park. The gardens
were a local attraction and this was our first date. The air was heavy with the scent of so many
flowers as we walked through the park. I tried to be enthusiastic about the different display of
flowers although I was paying more attention to her. After seeing all the displays we left the park,
walking down Second Avenue back toward Linnvale. Years later Helen told me we were alongside
the grounds of the Singer Sewing Machine factory when I asked her to marry me. Boom. Just
like that. It did not matter that we had only met 49 days before or that this was our first date, or
that she was underage, or that most sane people would believe I was a few cents short of a dollar,
and she was too, should she accept my proposal. Nothing else mattered. Helen said YES. Nat
King Cole’s popular ballad “They Tried to Tell Us We’re Too Young” came to mind.
When does a courtship begin and when does it end? If, it begins with our first meeting and
ends with my proposal, we had a short courtship. If, a courtship begins with a first date and ends
with a proposal, we may have set a record. (Writing this memoir almost sixty years after our first
date, I remain convinced Helen Cathro and Joe Fizell were destined to be happily together for life.)
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The joy of anticipation for us, our blossoming long distance relationship culminating with
my proposal, was eclipsed by the reality of our situation. Helen was 17 years old and under age!
I was 19 years old, under the legal voting age! She lived in Scotland. I was stationed in the south
of England. I was due to be rotated back to the States in December. Was it possible for us to
marry in Scotland? What would her father say? What would her MOTHER say? Helen had no
money of her own; her income was given over to her parents each week. My Army pay was less
than $250 a month. I had to keep focused; they were only hills to climb not mountains!
Saturday night, September 1, 1956, we were slowly walking back to Helen’s home. Our
first date, a free Flower Display at Dalmuir Park was drawing to a close. I proposed marriage and
received Helen’s enthusiastic acceptance. It was necessary to ask her father for his permission but
we decided to wait until Monday. We did not want to create a family crisis on the eve of Wilma’s
birthday party and I needed the extra time to bolster my courage.
Sunday morning, Mrs. Cathro and Helen were making a Dumpling for the party. A Scottish
custom was to bake silver thruppence coins into the Dumpling for good luck to the finder. I was
following Helen around the kitchen under the guise of helping her, while trying to finagle a method
to accumulate as many of the three penny coins as I could. They were becoming scarce in everyday
change. My job was to wrap each coin in wax paper before it was dumped into the dumpling
batter. I decided to bribe the children. I’d give them a sixpence for each ‘thrupp'ny bit’ they would
relinquish. Soon Mr. Cathro’s father, William Cathro Sr. arrived with his daughter, Helen’s aunt,
Peggy Greer, and her children, Margaret and William.
My Agfa camera had been stolen in France and the Cathro’s did not own a camera. Helen’s
grandfather had a box camera and offered it to her. Following the party, Helen and I accompanied
her Grandfather, Aunt Peggy, Margaret and William to their flat in Milton to get the camera. When
we boarded the bus, I paid for the fares, declaring to the conductor, we wanted four adult fares and
two halves. My American pronunciation of the word ‘halves’ was a major source of humor to
everyone on the bus.
Monday morning, Mrs. Cathro and Marge went to work and Liz and Wilma went to school.
When he came home from work it was Mr. Cathro’s custom to sit in the living room, read the
newspaper and enjoy a cup of tea. I joined him while Helen discreetly remained in the kitchen.
To my surprise, he did not respond negatively when I told him Helen accepted my proposal of
marriage. I assured him I had a trade in Refrigeration and could properly provide for her. I asked
him for his approval and blessing. He extolled Helen’s virtues and told me I was most fortunate
to get her. Just as I was relaxing and thought the hard part was over, Mr. Cathro said I had to
discuss the situation tonight with Mrs. Cathro.
It was late Monday evening before Mrs. Cathro found the time to sit and relax. Liz and
Wilma were in bed, Mr. Cathro was off to work, Marge retired to her room, and again, Helen
remained discreetly in the kitchen. Mrs. Cathro was knitting and appeared a wee bit stern. There
was ‘nay doot’, Mr. Cathro told her of my request. Nor was she as affable or encouraging as Mr.
Cathro had been. She expressed her concern that Helen was too young, and she feared Helen
might be hurt in some fashion. She did give her permission, although she preferred we not marry
too soon, rather we wait for a while. I always thought that Helen’s parents believed I would go
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home to the U.S. in December and the relationship would gradually fade because of the distance.
Of course, to rational people, our relationship would be considered impetuous and immature.
When Mrs. Cathro retired for the evening, Helen and I made plans to inquire about the laws for
marriage in Scotland first thing in the morning.
On Tuesday morning we went to the Registrar’s office in Dalmuir to inquire about the
requirements for “Posting the Banns”. Posting the Banns is a Scottish tradition, wherein the
announcement of a pending wedding must be published 20 days prior to the wedding. We also
learned there is a three week residency requirement which would be impossible while I was in the
Army. In addition, as a member of the military, I would need the permission of my Commanding
Officer to get married. I felt that would have been no problem. I was on good terms with the First
Sargent and could expect his support.
Getting married quickly in Scotland proved to be more difficult than anticipated and we
needed to look at all our options. We decided to investigate all the necessary requirements for
Helen to come to the United States on a Fiancée’s visa. This was a major decision and was good
news/bad news for Helen and her family. If Helen married in the U.S. it would relieve her parents
of the expense of a large family wedding, a major financial burden they could ill afford. The
citizens of the United Kingdom were still recovering from WWII and during the Blitz, major
bombing damage nearly destroyed Clydebank. Also on the plus side, the arrangements might
require up to six months to complete before Helen could emigrate to the U.S., which would allow
us to accumulate some money and satisfy Mrs. Cathro’s wishes for Helen and me to wait a while.
The bad news, Helen would be married far away
from home, alone, not surrounded by her family
and friends, missing the joy and excitement with
her family and friends, things all young girls
look forward to. And I would have to cool my
ardor and rein in my hormones.
I couldn’t go back to England without giving
Helen a token of our engagement. Purists would
never forgive me for asking Helen to marry
without offering her an engagement ring!
Saturday we went to Glasgow, to the
Central Bridge Jewelers on Argyle Street under
the Central Station Railway Bridge. We looked
over their selection of engagement rings, our
choice limited by the cash in my pocket. Helen
found one she liked and I bought it. The
diamond was small, a chip really, and I made a
promise to myself to get her a bigger diamond
someday.
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We
walked
around
downtown Glasgow and took some
photos of each other at George
Square with Grandpa’s box camera.
We should have asked a stranger to
take a photo of us together.
To celebrate we went to
Ferrari’s Italian Restaurant on
Argyle Street for dinner. I vaguely
remember that the restaurant was
fairly large with many tables all
covered with red and white
checkered table covers, and there
were not many other patrons in the
room. What I do remember clearly,
Helen was gorgeous, her blue eyes shining, and I knew she was
happy and I knew I was in love.
The leave time flew by quickly.
Sunday was my last full day of leave. I had
to be on the Monday Morning train to
London. Aunt Ena, her husband John
Coyle, with daughters Maureen and Irene,
took Helen and me to see the ruins of the
Roman built Antonine Wall24 in
Dunbartonshire. Not as well-known as the
ruins of Hadrian’s Wall across England’s
northern border with Scotland, the
Antonine Wall, completed about 154AD
was in
Clydebank’s back yard.
With Grandpa’s box camera we took photos of
everyone in front of the ruins, and walked along the stone wall
for a short distance, but soon retreated due to the weather. We
visited with Ena and John before returning to 72 Attlee Avenue
where we spent the evening with Helen’s family.
On Monday morning, September 10, 1956, Mr. Cathro drove
us to the Queen Street station and walked with us to the train.
As before, he kindly left Helen and I on the platform to say our
goodbyes while he went looking for a newspaper for my long
24

Antonine Wall: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antonine_Wall
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return trip. As the train moved I watched Helen and Mr. Cathro waving. I waved back until the
train turned and they were gone from view, wondering how difficult it would be for us to complete
all the necessary details to bring our relationship to its fruition.
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Chapter Seventeen
Molesworth again
With my leave ended, Helen and I were back to our letters. Phone calls were made less
often to save money. MSgt Towner listened as I explained Helen’s and my situation and he was
supportive. He offered a possible solution and suggested I talk it over with Helen. I could take a
short discharge and re-enlist for 4 to 6 years using the re-enlistment bonus to help Helen and I get
started. The bonus would exceed a Thousand Dollars, depending on the number of years I signed
for. He confirmed it was possible to extend my tour of duty in England and possibly marry Helen
in Scotland. The idea was tempting. However, remembering how easy it was to get in the cross
hairs of a Commanding Officer, four or six additional years in the Army was not very appealing.
I thanked MSgt Towner and told him I would let him know what Helen and I decided.
Helen went into Glasgow with Mr. Cathro to the American Embassy beginning the process
of obtaining her visa on September 24th. I wasn’t able to be there for support, but she assured me
the Embassy personnel were very polite and helpful. Everything had to follow its normal channels
and work within the bureaucracy. We didn’t know how long it would take to obtain the visa but
they assured Helen it would be between 6 and 12 weeks, no longer. After a suitable time passed I
told MSgt Towner that Helen and I decided against reenlistment.
It was back to work in the Operations Office where SFC Jacks was sorting out plans for
Company ‘A’s Readiness Review and was teaching me how to read the plans. When I was first
made Operations Clerk I had to fill out forms and a questionnaire which were sent back to Head
Quarters, eventually back to the States. I was cleared for the security of the job, a Secret Clearance,
not Top Secret. (A note here: a year after I was out of the Army, the owner of a grocery store on
the corner of the street where I lived in Philadelphia told me an FBI agent was in his store asking
questions about me. They were still following up on my Security Clearance.)
On one occasion, at the direction of MSgt Towner, I signed out one M1 Carbine and some
rounds of ammunition and drove him in a jeep to the rifle range. That memory is hazy. A few
years ago I would have said it was two Carbines and that I also fired at the range. I can’t remember
where the range was located but I do feel now that he was the only one doing any of the shooting
and I cleaned the rifle before returning it to the Armory.
It was common knowledge in my platoon that I was going to marry a girl from Scotland.
Wally Byers made it a point to be in the Orderly Room when Helen called and heard my end of
our conversation so he always had an earful of my love life to spread around. My whole attitude
changed. All I wanted to do was get back at least once more to see Helen before rotating home.
There are two additional memories of Company ‘A’, 801st EAB Army life to record. The
first, in Company ‘A’ there was a black gay soldier who was as effeminate as a man could be and
he had a girl/boyfriend in Head Quarters Company, another black soldier. They used to sashay
around the Air Base holding hands impervious to all the catcalls and derisive comments thrown
their way. We thought they were trying to get out of the Army on a Section Eight discharge.
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The Mail Room was in the Orderly Room hut. I cannot remember the mail clerk’s name
but he was not very happy I was the Operations Clerk and probably thought I was sucking up to
the First Sargent. All I remember about him is that he was a jock and one day he and I got into a
verbal argument during which I called him a son-of-a-bitch. He went into a rant, saying I called
his mother a bitch and wanted to fight then and there to defend her honor. I ignored him which
only made him angrier. The last thing I wanted was trouble. Emotions are uncontrollable in fights
and I was too close to going home with a wife or sending a girl to the States to marry me. If he hit
me, I had him, so I ignored him and relished in his frustration until he eventually gave it up.
Out of the blue, the Operations NCO, SFC Jacks asked me how my boots were? I looked
at my feet and said they were fine. He meant the polish on my dress boots. I told them they were
fine too. “Okay, you will represent “A” Company in the Soldier of the Month competition next
week.” he said. I tried to get out of it by appealing to MSgt Towner, to no avail. There are four
Companies’ in the Battalion: Headquarters, A, B, and C Company. One soldier representing each
Company would be interviewed by a group of Noncoms, also representing each Company. First
place prize was a $25 U.S. Savings Bond; second place was a three day pass.
During the competition interview, SFC Jacks asked me what one of the ribbons on my
chest represented. I told him the Occupation of Germany. He said it was reversed, indicating
instead the Occupation of Japan. With that I received a gig, (a demerit). I didn’t want to be in the
competition, but once there I wanted to win. Because of the gig I came in 2nd place. I was
aggravated because the ribbon was on correctly. I complained to MSgt Towner. His comment,
“What do you want? To march in the parade Saturday morning to receive the $25 Savings Bond
or be on your way to Scotland for three days?” I realized then SFC Jacks intentionally found fault
with me so I could not win, probably put up to it by MSgt Towner.
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Chapter Eighteen
To Scotland Again
Friday night, October 18, 1956 found me on the train to Glasgow. I managed to sleep most
of the night this trip. Helen was again waiting for me at the station. We were on the bus to
Clydebank, while at that moment the Soldier of the Month was marching in review to receive his
$25 US Savings Bond First Prize. I said a silent thanks to both Sergeants.
I wanted to make as many preparations as possible for Helen’s immigration to Philadelphia
while I was still in England. Helen was in the local Brownie Troop, like our Girl Scouts, and was
friends with the troop leader, Cathy. Cathy’s boyfriend, Fraser was a travel agent in Glasgow. We
saw him and set a tentative date for a flight to New York on March 15, 1957. The March date
would allow additional time for Helen to prepare and additional time if her Visa was delayed. I
paid £57 for the flight booking. The travel agent assured us there would be no problem if the date
had to be changed, within reason.
We spent rest of the weekend at home with the family. Mr. and Mrs. Cathro gave no
indication they had concerns about Helen and I, and if possible, they were more welcoming. In
the afternoon Mr. Cathro took me to the Kilbowie Pub for a beer. A warm beer! A very dark,
warm beer! I barely managed to drink it down while trying to describe the benefits of refrigeration
to Mr. Cathro and several of his friends. They thought Yanks did not appreciate good beer if it
had to be cold. Saturday night, a friend of the family, Bob Moohan visited and the night was filled
with music. He was a Baritone, Mrs. Cathro was a Soprano, and Mr. Cathro played the piano.
Bob and Mrs. Cathro sang duets and solos and there were songs for everyone to join in.
After Sunday’s dinner Helen and I walked around the streets of Linnvale. It permitted us
some privacy and was the only time this weekend we managed to be alone. It had dawned on us
that my Army enlistment would end December 27th and there was a possibility I would not make
it back to Scotland to see her before I was shipped home. We made plans for me to come back the
weekend of November 24th. I would put in for another three day pass or ask for a couple of days
leave time.
Monday morning Mr. Cathro, Helen and I were preparing to go to Glasgow when I noticed
Helen standing at the Sideboard, the color in her face draining. Before I could reach her, she
collapsed onto the floor. She came around quickly, but her color was still ashen white. Helen
could not explain why she fainted. Mr. Cathro indicated this was not her first episode of fainting.
I decided to take the evening train instead and would have to take a chance on getting from
Kettering to the Base in time for Reveille. Helen regained her normal color and felt better. We
thought her fainting might have been due to the excitement of the weekend and the apprehension
that this might be our last meeting until she came to me in the States in March of next year.
The train pulled into Kettering about 5:00 AM and as I feared, no taxi was available. I
started walking down the road toward Molesworth. I did not get far when a car came up behind
me and stopped. It was one of the married Officers that lived off base. I walked into the barracks
as everyone was getting dressed for Roll Call. Close, but I made it!
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Chapter Nineteen
Unexpected Traveling Orders
Monday morning, October 21st: There were a couple of cat-calls and “You were lucky”
comments from my buddies as I quickly changed from my civvies into my work fatigues. But I
was in uniform for Reveille and skipped breakfast to check my personal book notes. I had three
days leave time still due me if I couldn’t get another three day pass. Thursday evening Helen told
me she was going to be baptized at her church on Sunday evening, November 18th and she hoped
I could be there if at all possible. I waited a week, then put in for a three day pass for the weekend
of November 17th. I told MSgt Towner the reason I wanted that weekend off and that I had some
leave time owed to me if a pass wasn’t available. He just said, “We’ll see!” but later on the same
day he told me the Commanding Officer, Lt. Archibald Cox, approved the pass.
Our letters and phone calls were now in anticipation of our last rendezvous. There was no
news on her visa. The Embassy indicated everything was well and she should be patient. Disaster
struck November 9th. The Army sent my orders, rotating me home early. I was to process out of
Molesworth and report to the Air Force Base at Manchester, England on Thursday, November 15th,
for a MATS flight to Maguire Air Base in New Jersey. It appeared I would be in the States when
Helen was baptized.
The Cathro family did not have a telephone, and neither did their neighbors. Helen was to
call me Thursday night but I would be in Manchester. I managed to find the phone number for the
Bank Theatre and called, leaving a message for Helen to call me as soon as she could then waited
at my desk for her call to Wally’s phone. That night we had a long goodbye conversation. We
were both looking forward to setting a date for her to come to the States as soon as her visa came
through. She would send all future mail to my parent’s home in Philadelphia.
To avoid problems with too many travel bags I packed the RCA 45RPM record player and
a couple dozen 45’s along with other personal possessions into a footlocker and shipped it to my
parents address in Philadelphia.
It was late Thursday afternoon when I arrived at Manchester AFB. Friday and Saturday
was continued processing and the flight home took off in the afternoon on Sunday, November 18,
1956, our first stop to be Gander, Newfoundland. The Military Air Transport Services or MATS
was all military, planes and personnel. Even the flight attendants on the flight were WAFs. I kept
groaning to those sitting around me that I was supposed to be in Scotland with my Fiancé. The
plane’s Captain passed by my seat and I gave him the same story, all with intentional levity.
We were about three hours into our flight when the Captain announced the plane was
turning back to Scotland due to adverse weather conditions ahead. I asked one of the WAFs to tell
the Captain I really appreciated his turning back so I could have a last night’s visit with my girl.
We landed at Prestwick Airport, Scotland. Prestwick is on Scotland’s West Coast just
north of Ayr, only 32 miles from Glasgow. Our luggage was kept on the plane and we were bused
to a hotel for the night. The guy I was to share a room with thought I was insane, but to me this
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was providence. At least Airports have taxis, not like the Railroad Station in Kettering. At 10:30
PM I took a taxi to the Queen Street Station and picked up the bus heading up the Great Western
Road where I was dropped off a block from Helen. It was now almost midnight. I knocked on the
door and waited. Marge opened the door with a fireplace poker in her hand. Everyone else had
retired for the night. Helen was in her bed writing to me. I guess I woke everyone up.
I explained to Helen and her family that I had complained so much to the Captain of the
plane that I was supposed to see my Fiancé tonight that he turned the plane around for me. No one
believed me. After the commotion of my arrival died down, everyone went to bed except Helen
and me. Helen changed her clothing and we walked up the street to the Red Box, ordered a taxi
for 5:30 AM then returned to spend the night in front of the fireplace. It felt like no time at all had
passed when the taxi driver pulled up. We were ready and quiet so as not to waken the rest of the
family. The road through the moors back to Prestwick was so foggy and dismal the driver could
barely see the road. We were sitting in the back of the taxi holding each other, wondering how
long it would be before we would be together again. We were back to the hotel before I was
missed. Watching the fog and pre-dawn darkness swallow the red lights of the taxi I felt the
strength draining from my body, I was weak and very tired from lack of sleep, and more than a bit
apprehensive. Helen was depending on me for a lot, and I hoped I would be able to do all I
promised.
The plane left Prestwick before noon for our stopover at Gander, Newfoundland. I think
it was an eight hour flight and I slept most of the way. Our plane finally landed on United States
soil at Maguire Air Force Base, New Jersey. After thirty-five months active duty, on Wednesday,
November 28, 1956 I was processed out of the Army at Fort Dix, New Jersey, the Army Post
adjoining Maguire AFB.
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Lacarno Ballroom: a photo of the Lacarno Ballroom in Glasgow, where Bob Dell met Marge
Cathro in 1956 before he sailed into La Havre, France
i
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ii

Molesworth Air Base – 801st EAB in 1956
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